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Ice-ocean interactions remain poorly understood despite the growing recognition that they play significant roles in the complex behavior of glaciers that reach the oceans, which is of broad interest because it contributes substantially to the challenge of predicting global sea-level rise. This research focuses on the dynamics of sediment accumulation near the calving fronts of tidewater glaciers across a climatic continuum from polar to temperate conditions. Rates and spatial patterns of sediment accumulation merit close attention because they can affect glacier stability by reducing the water depth that controls the calving rate, the surface area available for submarine melting, and the ability of tidewater glaciers to advance into deep water. The sediments produced by these glaciers are also of considerable interest because they record changes in glacial, environmental, and tectonic conditions.

In light of the recent, well documented changes in climate and glacier extent along the Antarctic Peninsula through much of the last century, a detailed study was developed to understand how modern sediments have recorded these regional changes. Sediment
accumulation rates for sixteen cores collected in fjords across a 15° N-S transect from the Antarctic Peninsula to southern Chile were calculated using the decay of naturally occurring radioisotope $^{210}\text{Pb}$. Records from the Antarctic Peninsula show surprisingly constant rates of sediment accumulation (1-7 mm yr$^{-1}$) throughout the past century despite rapid warming, increase in surface melt, and glacial retreat. Cores from the South Shetland Islands, on the other hand, reveal accelerated sediment accumulation over the past few decades, likely due to warming and an increase in surface melt in this region, which straddles the boundary between subpolar and temperate conditions. In the temperate fjords of southern Chile, sediment accumulates faster (11-24 mm yr$^{-1}$). This increase in sediment accumulation with decreasing latitude reflects the gradient from subpolar to temperate climates, and is consistent with glacial erosion being much faster in the very wet, temperate climate of southern Chile than along the colder Antarctic Peninsula.

Links between rates of glacier retreat, ice motion, sediment flux, and the evolution of glacial sediment deposits in a temperate setting are explored using a large existing dataset for Columbia Glacier, Alaska and new oceanographic data from the fjord recently exposed by its retreat. High-resolution seismic data indicate that $3.2 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ of sediment has accumulated over the last three decades; this volume corresponds to erosion at $5.1 \pm 1.8$ mm yr$^{-1}$ averaged over the entire ~1000 km$^2$ area of the glacier. A numerical model is developed to relate known patterns of sedimentation and changes in the glacier terminus position to the accumulation of sediment in the fjord during the 30-year period of retreat. The model, which represents both primary sedimentation and secondary reworking, is used to produce a history of the sediment flux from the glacier that is compatible with the observed post-retreat sediment deposit thickness and architecture. The bathymetric history and model results corroborate that the sediment flux
increased sixfold within the 1997-2000 period; interestingly this increase is not correlated with concurrent changes in glacier dynamics. It is suggested that the increase resulted from the sediment transport capacity of subglacial rivers increasing due to the retreat-related steepening of the glacier surface over a deep subglacial basin. That major variations in the sediment flux can be controlled by changes in subglacial sediment storage, in addition to changes in climate and the erosion rate, adds richness and complexity to the interpretation of the glacimarine sediment record.

The sediment-flux model is also applied to Jorge Montt Glacier, a Patagonian tidewater glacier with very similar behavior to Columbia Glacier, but without the detailed record of its retreat history and other complementary glaciological data. Sediment volume calculations for both glaciers indicate that the effective erosion rate necessary to sustain the mean sediment fluxes during their respective periods of retreat is surprisingly similar, ~5 mm yr$^{-1}$, despite differences in the geographic, tectonic, and geologic settings. For both rapidly retreating glaciers, the numerical model yields a sediment-flux history that produces sediment packages generally consistent with observed bathymetry and internal stratigraphic architecture. On the time scale of retreat, temporal variations in the modeled sediment flux from both glaciers are not related to concurrent variations in ice velocity, as expected. Rather, changes in the sediment flux are attributed to the tendency for sediment to be flushed from subglacial basins due to the progressive steepening of the glacier terminus during retreat. In both fjords, model results corroborate that sediment accumulates rapidly (>1 m yr$^{-1}$) near the ice front. In addition, the model suggests that gravity-driven processes are essential for delivering and redistributing sediment within the fjords to create the observed bathymetry and internal stratigraphic architecture.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Broader Context

The recent loss of ice from glaciers and ice sheets worldwide is often used as dramatic and visible evidence of global climate change. Their societal and environmental implications grow as sea levels rise and water resources are impacted, and as these changes continue to outpace projections. Some of the most rapid mass loss has occurred in the dynamic glaciers reaching the sea from Greenland, Antarctica, and Alaska (Arendt et al., 2002; Howat et al., 2007; Rignot et al., 2011). Together, the shrinkage of these glaciers accounts for ~80% of global sea-level rise due to ice loss and highlights a direct connection between the cryosphere and the global ocean (Jacob et al., 2012). The mechanism by which ocean heat affects the stability of these glaciers is not well known, however, and uncertainty in the dynamic response of these large glaciers limits projections of sea-level rise (Lemke et al., 2007; Meier et al., 2007; Pfeffer et al., 2008; Straneo et al., 2013).

Much contemporary research is devoted to understanding the causes and implications of the changes along ice-sheet and glacier margins (e.g., Holland et al., 2008; Joughin et al., 2012; Sutherland and Straneo, 2012). A series of retreat mechanisms likely accounts for these rapid changes, including: 1) surface melt thins the ice and allows flotation; 2) surface melt increases water-induced fracturing and calving; 3) warmer ocean water melts more ice below sea level; and 4) decreased sea ice reduces buttressing support (Figure 1.1) (e.g., Vieli and Nick, 2011). Each of these mechanisms accelerates with increasing temperatures of the air and/or water.
Documenting these mechanisms requires further research and has been highlighted as a major scientific priority in recent climate change reports (e.g., IPCC, 2013; Straneo et al., 2013).

A facet of the ice-ocean interface that has received relatively less attention is the role of glacially derived sediment in the stability of these glaciers. Terminal-moraine sediments have long been recognized to control the advance of tidewater glaciers by decreasing the water depth at the terminus, allowing the glacier to advance into deep water (Alley, 1991; Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996b; Nick et al., 2007; Goff et al., 2012). The advance rate is governed by how quickly the glacier can erode and redeposit sediment to the seaward side of the moraine (Figure 1.2) (Meier and Post, 1987). Models of continental-scale ice sheets also highlight the critical role of the sediment shoal in allowing ice to advance into deep ocean water over tens of millions of years, even in the absence of direct climatic forcing (Pollard and DeConto, 2007).

Large, recent fluctuations in the termini of outlet glaciers draining the a significant portion of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets provide considerable impetus for understanding the processes controlling the stability of these ice masses on much shorter (< 100 yr) time scales. Modern fjords constitute ideal natural laboratories for illuminating these underlying processes, as many retreating tidewater glaciers are relatively accessible for oceanographic studies. Moreover, they produce relatively large meltwater and sedimentary signals (e.g., Hallet et al., 1996; Koppes and Hallet, 2002; 2006) that are related to subglacial processes on diverse time scales ranging from events lasting minutes to many decades (e.g., Cowan et al., 1988; 1997; 1999; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). In addition, studies of sedimentary processes along the ice-ocean interface will help refine poorly constrained parameters, such as the sediment production rate, to more accurately model ice behavior over cycles of advance and retreat (Nick et al., 2007). Establishing a direct link between ice behavior, the formation of
sediment shoals, and ice-proximal sediment deposits will help increase the accuracy and resolution of interpretations from glacimarine sediment archives on longer time scales (Cowan et al., 1997; Anderson et al., 2002; Andresen et al., 2011).

1.2 Climate, Ice, and the Ocean

Climate exerts a first-order control on the extent and behavior of glaciers worldwide by modulating the thermal regime of the ice, as well as the rates and patterns of accumulation and ablation on the glacier surface. While the synchronous retreat of ice masses worldwide suggests causation from the global climate (Oerlemans, 2005), no simple relationship exists between climate and the extent of glaciers (e.g., Nick et al., 2007; McNabb and Hock, 2014). The response of glaciers to climate change depends on many factors. The greatest changes occur for tidewater glaciers, as the sensitivity of the terminus position to changes in climate is especially complicated due to additional mass loss by calving and submarine melting (van der Veen, 1996; De Woul and Hock, 2005; Post et al., 2011).

When tidewater glaciers are in their advanced and stable position, climate or ocean changes can trigger instabilities at the termini, causing rapid retreat in deep water (Figure 1.2). Tidewater glaciers tend to exhibit some of the fastest ice speeds and rates of retreat worldwide, as exemplified by the large, recent changes along the margins of the Greenland Ice Sheet (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Howat et al., 2007; Joughin et al., 2008). The simple interpretation of this rapid retreat as direct evidence of a warming climate can be misleading, however, as it is highly nonlinear with respect to climate and can be “relatively independent of direct climate forcing” (Meier and Post, 1987; Pfeffer, 2007; Post et al., 2011; McNabb and Hock, 2014). The external forcing is strongly modulated by internal glacier dynamics as well as by the rate of
calving, but the relationship between these two processes remains poorly understood. Models of calving suggest that the calving rate increases linearly with water depth; thus glacier retreat into deeper water promotes calving and accelerates mass loss, which in turn exacerbates the retreat (Brown et al., 1982; Benn et al., 2007).

While the nonlinear relationship between climate, calving, sediment release and accumulation, and the stability of tidewater glaciers remains a problem for glaciologists modeling the future behavior of ice sheets (Benn et al., 2007), climate can clearly impact the stability of these glaciers through submarine melting of the terminus and sub-aerial melting of the ice surface (Motyka et al., 2003; 2013; Rignot et al., 2010; Straneo et al., 2010). The acceleration and thinning of Greenland’s outlet glaciers coincided with a warming of offshore waters (Murray et al., 2010; Straneo et al., 2011), which lead to the hypothesis that warm ocean water reaching glacier termini triggered the dynamic response of many outlet glaciers (Holland et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2011), and that submarine melting may account for a significant portion of the mass balance of outlet glaciers (Rignot et al., 2010). Currently, more questions than answers remain in this nascent field; efforts to resolve the complexities of this interaction will fill an important scientific gap in understanding processes along the ice-ocean margin.

1.3 Subglacial Processes

While the physics governing the motion of glaciers is relatively well known, a detailed understanding of basal processes, which control critical glacier dynamics and erosion by glaciers, remains elusive due to the complexity of the ice-rock interface and the difficulty in obtaining direct measurements to validate theoretical results. When the base of a glacier is at the melting temperature, the ice can slide along its bed due to the process of regelation and enhanced viscous
deformation around roughness elements on the glacier bed. The sliding speed, $u_{\text{slide}}$, depends on
the basal drag, $\tau_d$, and the effective pressure at the bed, $P_e$:

$$u_{\text{slide}} = k \ast \tau_d^p \ast P_e^{-q}$$

(1.1),

where $k$ is a sliding rate factor inversely related to the bed roughness; the effective pressure, $P_e$, is the difference between the ice overburden pressure, $P_i=\rho_i g H$, and the local water pressure, $P_w$; and $p$ and $q$ are empirical constants. Pressurized subglacial water decreases the effective pressure, which increases the sliding speed, and it is only by sliding that the glacier can erode the underlying substrate. Determining how water pressure affects the sliding speed, however, requires direct measurements of the subglacial water system, as well as knowledge of the basal shear stress, bed roughness, and sediment properties, among others. Studies of subglacial water pressure from borehole measurements typically reveal considerable spatial and temporal variation (Harper et al., 2005; Fudge et al., 2008); estimates of sliding velocity range across four orders of magnitude (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).

From a theoretical perspective, erosion by both abrasion and quarrying depend on the sliding speed (Hallet, 1979; Iverson, 1991). Thus, to understand the production and release of glacially eroded sediment, the nature of the subglacial hydrologic system must also be considered. The efficiency of the subglacial drainage system evolves seasonally as varying amounts of meltwater reach the bed. In early spring, water drains from the surface and creates a system of water-filled cavities at the bed, which increases the subglacial water pressure and accelerates sliding. As the cavities become linked, the drainage system evolves into a more channelized flow moving from the terminus upglacier until the subglacial system can efficiently transport meltwater, at which point sliding slows (Nienow et al., 1998; Anderson et al., 2004). Once an efficient drainage system develops, only large and episodic meltwater events (e.g., a
large rainstorm) that overwhelm the capacity of the system can sufficiently increase the water pressure to allow faster sliding, which promotes subglacial erosion (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Bartholomew et al., 2010; Schoof, 2010). Accelerations in sliding (often inferred from direct measurements of accelerated surface ice motion), have been correlated with increases in meltwater discharge, and sediment production and transport in various settings (Humphrey and Raymond, 1994; Merrand and Hallet, 1996; Swift et al., 2002; Riihimaki et al., 2005).

1.4 Glacimarine Sedimentary Processes

Sediment deposits near tidewater glacier termini merit close attention because the dynamics of these glaciers are at least partially modulated by the sediments they produce, and the sediments also contain valuable information about past glacier behavior. These glaciers frequently discharge into nearly closed fjords, forming a well preserved sediment record of glacier fluctuations, associated climatic changes, erosion, and sediment-transfer events (Syvitski, 1989; Cowan et al., 2010). A number of studies have related known environmental conditions to sedimentary signatures in fjord seabeds (e.g., sedimentary structure, seismic stratigraphy, accumulation rates) (e.g., Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Domack et al., 1994; Cowan et al., 1997; Milliken et al., 2009), and a continuing research objective is to increase the accuracy and resolution of such paleoenvironmental interpretations. Studies of fjords from Svalbard, Alaska, Patagonia, and Antarctica stress the first-order importance of climate in controlling glacial-marine sedimentation by determining the thermal regime of the glacier and the amount of meltwater produced (Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Powell, 1991; DaSilva et al., 1997; Elverhøi et al., 1998).
For the relatively well studied temperate tidewater glaciers of Alaska, glacial meltwater transports the majority of glacially derived sediment to fjords (Figure 1.3) (Powell and Molnia, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a). If the density of the sediment-rich fresh water exceeds the density of the ambient seawater, the fresh water will move seaward as a gravity flow, driven by its excess density (Figure 1.4) (Mulder and Alexander, 2001; Mulder et al., 2003). If the fresh water density is low, meltwater delivered at the base of the glacier will rise buoyantly as a turbulent plume, mix with the ambient seawater (Powell and Molnia, 1989; Syvitski, 1989), and sediment suspended in the plume will settle to the seabed (Cowan and Powell, 1990, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a). The large meltwater discharge in temperate glacimarine systems results in some of the highest rates of grounding-line sediment accumulation worldwide; they can exceed tens of meters per year (e.g. Molnia, 1983; Cowan and Powell, 1991). These rates have been shown to decrease rapidly with distance from the terminus (e.g., Powell and Molnia, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Fjord sediments from temperate glaciers commonly comprise interlaminated sands, muds, and ice-rafted debris, and often preserve a high-resolution history of glacier behavior and sediment production over a range of timescales (tidal, diurnal, seasonal, individual event) (e.g., Mackiewicz et al., 1984; Domack et al., 1994; Cowan et al., 1997; 1999; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999b).

In polar and subpolar settings, controls on sedimentation are believed to be somewhat different. The production of sediment by glacial erosion is expected to decrease progressively as surface melt vanishes, because little or no water reaches the bed from the glacier surface to facilitate glacier sliding, erosion, and the transport of sediment. Significant sediment production by bedrock erosion likely vanishes as soon as the basal ice temperature drops below the melting
point (e.g., Cuffey et al., 1999). Thus, in polar regions, rates of sediment production are likely to nearly vanish as surface temperatures drop well below 0°C (Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Hooke and Elverhøi, 1996; Powell et al., 1996). For subpolar glaciers, the majority of sediment is thought to be transported through fjords in bottom and intermediate-depth plumes of cold water, which appear to originate at the grounding line (e.g., Domack and Williams, 1990; Domack et al., 1994).

1.5 Dissertation Objectives and Organization

The overall goals of this study are to determine and understand modern rates of sediment accumulation in fjords of tidewater glaciers across a range of climates, and to shed light on the glacial characteristics that control sediment delivery to fjords. Specifically, sediment accumulation in fjords is examined across a climatic continuum from temperate to subpolar conditions, and two temperate fjords are then studied in detail to define the history of sediment delivery to the fjords, and to understand the processes controlling both the delivery and accumulation of fjord sediments. In general, observations from the fjord water column and seabed are combined with existing observations of glacier behavior, and numerical models are used to integrate these observations, enhancing understanding of sediment processes in these fjords on time scales of days to decades.

The results of this research are divided into three sections. The first section, Chapter 2, focuses on how modern rates of sediment accumulation vary from temperate conditions in Patagonia to subpolar conditions in the Antarctic Peninsula, and addresses whether recent environmental changes are preserved in the fjord sediment record. In the second section, Chapter 3, the detailed history of sediment delivery to Columbia Fjord in Alaska is examined, the model
of glacimarine sedimentation is developed, and the temporal changes in sediment delivery are interpreted in light of an exceptionally complete dataset documenting the recent behavior of this glacier. In Chapter 4, complementary observations of fjord sediment deposits are compared to modeled sediment-flux histories for two rapidly retreating tidewater glaciers: Colombia Glacier, Alaska and Jorge Montt Glacier, Patagonia. The physical implications of these results for fjord sediment dynamics and deposits are then explored.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 were written for publication in peer-reviewed journals. Chapter 2 is published in Journal of Geophysical Research- Earth Surface with coauthors Charles Nittrouer, Bernard Hallet, Michele Koppes, Brittany Forrest, Julia Wellner, and John Anderson (Boldt et al., 2013). Chapters 3 and 4 are in preparation. Bernard Hallet and Thomas Pratt coauthored Chapter 3. Chapter 4 was written in collaboration with Bernard Hallet, Charles Nittrouer, Michele Koppes, Carlos Moffat, and Thomas Pratt. The concluding section, Chapter 5, summarizes the primary contributions of this dissertation.
Figure 1.1. Processes Affecting Tidewater Glaciers
Several mechanisms controlling the recent retreat of glaciers worldwide have been proposed (shown in red). Specific processes that need further direct study are highlighted in blue (from Straneo et al., 2013).
Figure 1.2. Tidewater Glacier Cycle
The role of a terminal moraine in controlling the behavior of tidewater glaciers, which are thought to advance when their morainal shoal decreases exposure to ocean water (cases 1 and 2), and to rapidly retreat to a stable position above sea level when they separate from the moraine (case 3) (modified from Ben and Evans, 2010).
Glaciers deliver sediment supraglacially, englacially, and subglacially, and these sediments are transported to and within fjords by many mechanisms (from Benn and Evans, 2010).
The primary transport mechanism of sediment within a plume depends on the densities of the sediment-laden freshwater, $\rho_f$, and the ambient seawater $\rho_w$ (from Mulder and Alexander, 2001).

**Figure 1.4. Role of Plume Density**

The primary transport mechanism of sediment within a plume depends on the densities of the sediment-laden freshwater, $\rho_f$, and the ambient seawater $\rho_w$ (from Mulder and Alexander, 2001).
Chapter 2: Modern rates of glacial sediment accumulation in fjords from the Antarctic Peninsula to southern Chile

2.1 Introduction

Glacial erosion and sediment production are of interest to diverse scientific communities concerned with 1) the interaction of climatic, tectonic, and surface processes that influences the evolution of mountain ranges (e.g., Egholm et al., 2009; Thomson et al., 2010), and 2) the interpretation of environmental and tectonic signals archived in sediments produced by glaciers (e.g., Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Domack and McClennen, 1996; Michalchuk et al., 2009; Cowan et al., 2010; Koppes et al., 2010). Sediment production from temperate glaciers is among the greatest worldwide (Hallet et al., 1996), demonstrating the efficacy of glaciers in eroding highlands and producing large volumes of sediment (Koppes and Montgomery, 2009), which accumulate in nearshore marine environments (e.g., Jaeger et al., 1998; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). For example, the onset of widespread glaciation and concomitant increase in sedimentation induced by a change to a cooler, more variable climate in the late Cenozoic (Hay et al., 1988; Zhang et al., 2001) is often viewed as responsible for the creation of clastic wedges up to five kilometers thick on high-latitude continental margins (e.g., Syvitski, 1991; Vorren et al., 1991; Elverhøi et al., 1998; Berger et al., 2008).

One objective of contemporary glacimarine research is to understand the fidelity of recent and past climate-change signals preserved in the sedimentary record, and how these records are altered by time and changing boundary conditions (e.g., Milliken et al., 2009; Koppes et al., 2010; Fernandez et al., 2011; Simms et al., 2011). Climate controls the extent and thermal regime of glaciers, as well as the amount of meltwater produced (e.g., Griffith and Anderson, 1989; DaSilva et al., 1997), with increased meltwater generally promoting glacier erosion by
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reducing the basal effective pressure (e.g., Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). When abundant, glacial meltwater transports the majority of glacially derived sediment to fjords, where most of this sediment remains trapped (e.g., Powell and Molnia, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hallet et al., 1996; Hunter et al., 1996a). The large meltwater discharge in temperate glacimarine systems results in proximal rates of sediment accumulation that can reach tens of meters per year (e.g., Molnia, 1983; Cowan and Powell, 1991). In colder settings, the production of sediment by glacial erosion is expected to decrease progressively as surface melt vanishes, because little or no water reaches the bed from the glacier surface to facilitate sliding, erosion, and sediment transport. Moreover, significant sediment production likely vanishes as soon as the basal ice temperature drops below the freezing point (e.g., Cuffey et al., 1999). Thus, for polar and subpolar regions, subglacial sediment production and delivery to fjords are both expected to drop with decreasing air temperature, especially as it drops below 0°C (Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Hooke and Elverhøi, 1996; Powell et al., 1996).

An abrupt decrease in sediment accumulation rates from the temperate glaciers in Chile to subpolar and polar glaciers along the Antarctic Peninsula, has been well recognized and attributed to climatically controlled differences in glacier dynamics (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClellan, 1996; DaSilva et al., 1997). Analyses of continental-margin sediments from this region provides considerable insight into the history of glacial and climate changes over time scales of 10^3 years and longer (e.g., Domack et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2002; Boyd et al., 2008; Milliken et al., 2009; Simms et al., 2011; Majewski et al., 2012). In addition, substantial radiochemical work along Antarctic margins provides important biological and sedimentological chronologies from which to examine how modern climate transitions are impacting the sediment record (Ledford-Hoffman et al., 1986; DeMaster et al., 1991; Harden et
al., 1992; Leventer et al., 1996; Monien et al., 2011). Quantitative definition of modern accumulation rates complements existing measurements of longer-term sediment accumulation in high-latitude environments (Boyd et al., 2008; Milliken et al., 2009; Fernandez et al., 2011), and reveals how recent climate change has affected accumulation rates in the recent glacimarine sedimentary record (e.g., Gilbert and Domack, 2003; Majewski et al., 2012).

Herein, contemporary sediment accumulation rates from 12 fjords along the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula (WAP), the South Shetland Islands, Tierra del Fuego, and the Southern Patagonia Icefield are measured (Figure 2.1a), with sediments derived from diverse glaciers ranging from subpolar to temperate. For each glacier system, accumulation rates within proximal basins in the fjords were determined using $^{210}$Pb analyses, which provide information about sediment accumulation over decadal to centennial timescales. The objectives include: 1) adding to the limited knowledge about recent sediment accumulation in this region (e.g., Harris et al., 1999) and determining the signature of recent rapid warming and glacier retreat in the sediment record (Vaughan et al., 2003; Cook et al., 2005; Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007); 2) comparing sediment accumulation rates among systems across a range of climatic and glaciologic settings, and defining quantitatively the well recognized general northerly increase in sediment accumulation rates in the southern hemisphere (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996; DaSilva et al., 1997); and 3) comparing the rates and modes of deposition in the study region with those measured using similar records in a range of other glacimarine settings (e.g., Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). The accumulation rates presented here are the focus of current work to define sediment yields for individual glaciers at the head of each fjord, and to compare the empirical yields with the dynamic characteristics of each glacier system; this work is part of a broader study on the factors controlling rates of glacial
erosion and sediment accumulation across climatic regimes (Boyd et al., 2008; Milliken et al., 2009; Fernandez et al., 2011).

2.2 Geographic and Climatic Setting

The sediments analyzed span 15° of latitude from southern Chile to the Antarctic Peninsula (Figure 2.1a), where the climate varies from the relatively cold and dry setting along the WAP, to a transitional climate in the South Shetland Islands, and to the warm and wet conditions of southern Chile. This transect provides an ideal setting to study the climatic factors influencing modern glacimarine sedimentation because of the substantial ranges of temperature and precipitation that significantly influence glacier thermal regimes, as well as meltwater and sediment production (e.g., Griffith and Anderson, 1989).

Climatic conditions along the WAP range from subpolar to polar, but all of the study sites fall within the subpolar regime. Mean temperatures vary from ~0°C in the austral summer to -8 to -11°C in the winter (King et al., 2003), and seasonal sea ice forms within the fjords and on the shelf, although the fjords remain free of sea ice for most of the austral summer (Domack and Ishman, 1993). A 50-year temperature record from Faraday Station (65.2°S, 64.3°W), near Beascochea Bay (BSB, Figure 2.1b, lower right), indicates a general warming rate of 5.7±2.0°C per century, the most rapid in Antarctica (Vaughan et al., 2003), as well as a statistically significant increase in the number of precipitation days over the same time period (Turner et al., 2005). Approximately 70% of the Antarctic Peninsula surface area north of 70°S experiences occasional to frequent surface melting (Rau and Braun, 2002), and the fraction of annual accumulation experiencing melting has increased tenfold in the past ~600 years (Abram et al., 2013). Such melting generally favors sediment production by glacial erosion, as well as sediment
transport and release to fjords where the glaciers terminate. The spine of the Antarctic Peninsula, with mountains that rise up to 3500 m above sea level, is heavily glaciated, and many of the glaciers terminate as massive tidewater glaciers.

Farther north, the South Shetland Islands experience a transitional climate between subpolar and temperate, with winter temperatures between -3 and -5°C, and summer temperatures above freezing (Reynolds, 1981; King et al., 2003). Over the past four decades, this area has warmed 3.7±2.1°C per century, the second fastest warming documented for Antarctica (Vaughan et al., 2003). Approximately 170 mm of the total annual precipitation (~1200 mm) falls as rain during the summer months, and produces more meltwater than along the WAP (Yoon et al., 1998; Turner et al., 2002). Currently, the South Shetland Islands are covered in ice fields with a mean thickness of ~250 m that terminate both on land and in the sea (Rückamp and Blindow, 2011).

Along the coastline of southern Chile, strong westerly winds generate a large precipitation gradient. Precipitation peaks at ~7000 mm yr⁻¹ in the core of the westerlies, near 50°S, and decreases northward to ~2500 mm yr⁻¹ at 40°S, and southward to ~500 mm yr⁻¹ at 55°S (Hulton et al., 2002). The northernmost study area reported herein, which is on the west side of the Southern Patagonia Icefield, Europa Fjord (50°S), experiences ~4000 mm yr⁻¹ of precipitation and a mean annual temperature of 7°C (Hulton et al., 2002). The second site in South America, Marinelli Fjord in Tierra del Fuego (54°S), typically receives between 500 and 1000 mm yr⁻¹ of precipitation, and annual temperatures average 5°C (Hulton et al., 2002; Boyd et al., 2008). All of the glaciers entering the fjords of western Chile are temperate (Anderson and Domack, 1991).
2.3 $^{210}\text{Pb}$ Geochronology

$^{210}\text{Pb}$ geochronology has been used to calculate recent sediment accumulation rates in a wide range of marine sedimentary environments (e.g., Nittrouer et al., 1979; Harden et al., 1992; Dukat and Kuehl, 1995; Domack and McClennen, 1996; Jaeger et al., 1998; Sommerfield and Nittrouer, 1999; Degeest et al., 2008). Despite the considerable extent of coastlines in high latitudes and the amplified impacts of recent climate change in this region (Holland and Bitz, 2003; Vaughan et al., 2003), few measurements of modern sediment accumulation exist along glaciated margins relative to their fluvial counterparts. $^{210}\text{Pb}$ forms naturally as one of the last daughter isotopes in the $^{238}\text{U}$ decay series and enters the marine environment in surface runoff and atmospheric precipitation; the in situ decay of its parent, $^{226}\text{Ra}$, directly supplies $^{210}\text{Pb}$ to seawater. $^{210}\text{Pb}$ rapidly and irreversibly adsorbs to fine-grained particles in suspension, and is typically scavenged from the water column within a year in coastal waters (Nittrouer et al., 1979 and references therein). Once deposited on the seabed, the adsorbed $^{210}\text{Pb}$ decays to its daughter $^{210}\text{Bi}$ with a half-life of 22.3 years until it reaches the activity supported by in situ decay of $^{226}\text{Ra}$. The decay of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$, the activity of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ in excess of the supported level, can be used to study sediment accumulation over approximately a century.

The sediment accumulation rate is calculated from the slope of the regression line fit to the vertical semi-log profile of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity versus depth. A typical decay profile contains three distinct vertical zones: a surface layer, a region of logarithmic decrease, and a zone of supported activity. The upper portion of the profile often contains a surface layer (~10 cm thick) of uniform activity due to physical and biological particle mixing, above a zone of log-linear decrease (Figure 1 in Nittrouer et al., 1979). This decrease represents steady-state accumulation, assuming the activity of newly supplied sediment remains constant (Figure 2.2a).
(A comprehensive review of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ sediment-dating models are presented in Appleby, 2002). If the accumulation rate changes and stabilizes at a different rate, the log-linear profile shows two linear sections with a break in slope (Figure 2.2c; e.g., Bentley, 1996; Sommerfield and Nittrouer, 1999; Palinkas and Nittrouer, 2006). Where the substrate is physically quiescent and subsurface burrowers are uncommon, $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles can show steady-state accumulation (i.e., log-linear decay) extending from the sediment surface (e.g., DeMaster et al., 1985). The third distinct zone occurs below the region of linear decrease, and is characterized by nearly uniform $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity supported by the decay of its effective parent, $^{226}\text{Ra}$, in the seabed.

If accumulation rates have varied in time, the vertical profile of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ can still reveal temporal information about sediments reaching the seabed. If either the $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity of the newly supplied sediment or the accumulation rate change on short time scales (<10 years), the profile will show fluctuating activity with no clear vertical pattern (Figure 2.2d; e.g., Dukat and Kuehl, 1995; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Episodic sediment delivery events, such as submarine gravity flows, create distinct zones in $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles that typically consist of low excess activity due to the high concentration of particles that settle on the seabed and compete for limited $^{210}\text{Pb}$ (e.g., Mullenbach and Nittrouer, 2000). Low-activity regions can also reflect deposition of coarse-grained particles, as their surface area is relatively small and adsorbs less $^{210}\text{Pb}$ (Figure 2.2b; e.g., Nittrouer et al., 1979; Kuehl et al., 1989). The specific $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity of particles depends on many oceanographic factors, including: 1) circulation patterns in the fjords and shelf, 2) the depth of water through which the particle settles, and 3) $^{210}\text{Pb}$ concentration of fjord waters.
2.4 Methods

Two cruises in 2005 and 2007 aboard the *RV/IB Nathaniel B. Palmer* provided the sediment-core and bathymetric data presented here. The first cruise, NBP0505, collected the five kasten cores used in this study from two fjords in southern Chile spanning 50°S to 54°S (Figures 2.1c, d). An additional sixteen kasten cores were collected from ten bays and fjords in the South Shetland Islands and along the WAP during the 2007 cruise, NBP0703 (Figure 2.1b). Prior work had shown that the distribution of sediments is highly variable in Antarctic Peninsula fjords and bays (Griffith and Anderson, 1989); thus, the initial survey collected multibeam maps and 3.5-kHz CHIRP seismic surveys to identify locations where sediments are ponded in glacier-proximal settings. Sediment coring was guided by results from these surveys. In several of the fjords, ice-distal cores were also collected to examine variations in sedimentation along a fjord axis.

Onboard the *RV/IB Palmer*, the 3-m-long kasten cores were photographed, described, and subsampled for further analysis. The top 25-50 cm were sampled in 1-cm increments for $^{210}\text{Pb}$ dating; the underlying sediments were sampled every 2 cm to an approximate depth of 1 m, followed by sampling every 5 cm to a depth of 2 m. If the core was longer than 2 m, samples were obtained every 10 cm in the lowermost section. The samples were placed in sterile bags and refrigerated until they were analyzed in the laboratory. Archive sections of each core were sent to the Antarctic Marine Geology Research Facility at Florida State University, where x-radiographs of the half-round subcores were obtained (note: images are shown as x-radiograph positives, where lighter colors indicate relatively fine-grained sediment).

Sediment accumulation rates were calculated by generating profiles of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ using a procedure similar to Nittouer et al. (1979). Sediment samples were homogenized, dried at 70°
C, and crushed. The dry bulk density (indicated as “bulk density” hereafter) for each sample was calculated by comparing the wet and dry sediment weights, assuming a particle density of quartz (2.65 g cm\(^{-3}\)). A known activity of \(^{209}\)Po was added to approximately 5 g of each sample. The sediment was then digested with solutions of both 15.8 N HNO\(_3\) and 6 N HCl, and the Po isotopes were plated onto a silver planchet for ~20 h. Alpha spectroscopy was used to measure the activity of \(^{209}\)Po and \(^{210}\)Po, and the total \(^{210}\)Pb activity in each sample was calculated based on measured values of \(^{210}\)Po, the granddaughter isotope. Excess \(^{210}\)Pb values were calculated by subtracting the supported activity at depth in the core from the total activity measured. A mean supported activity level of 0.9 ± 0.2 dpm g\(^{-1}\) was determined from the region of low, uniform activity below the zone of logarithmic decay. This value was observed in profiles from both the Chilean and WAP study sites that had steady-state accumulation, and was used to calculate excess activities for all cores.

Sediment accumulation rates (mm yr\(^{-1}\)) were determined using least-squares linear regression of the semi-log profile. Mass accumulation rates (g cm\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\)) were calculated using the mean bulk density from each core. For profiles with a distinct, visual change in slope within the log-linear region, linear regression was applied to each line segment, providing two accumulation rates. Profiles with \(r^2\) values < 0.75 were considered non-steady state and classified as either vertically uniform or varying, depending on the pattern of \(^{210}\)Pb activity with depth (see Table 2.1). For cores whose \(^{210}\)Pb profiles suggested non-steady accumulation with depth, detailed grain-size distributions were generated on specific intervals using a Malvern Laser particle diffractor (McCave et al., 1986).
2.5 Results

For each core site, the sediment accumulation rate and other pertinent information are compiled in Table 2.1. Additional context for each core site follows.

Table 2.1. Summary of Antarctic Peninsula to Chile Transect Cores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Location*</th>
<th>Latitude (°S)</th>
<th>Longitude (°W)</th>
<th>Core length (m)</th>
<th>Accumulation rate (mm yr(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Accumulation style(^{b})</th>
<th>Distance from ice front (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KC28P Europa Fjord (EF)</td>
<td>50.278</td>
<td>73.949</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>N/D(^{c})</td>
<td>varying</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC35P Europa Fjord</td>
<td>50.282</td>
<td>73.923</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC50P Marinelli Fjord (MF)</td>
<td>54.390</td>
<td>69.591</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC79P Marinelli Fjord</td>
<td>54.350</td>
<td>69.585</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>N/D</td>
<td>varying</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC80P Marinelli Fjord</td>
<td>54.361</td>
<td>69.577</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>N/D</td>
<td>varying</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern Chile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KC14 Maxwell Bay (MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC21 Maxwell Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC22 Maxwell Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC23 Maxwell Bay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South Shetland Islands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KC10 Hope Bay (HB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC65 Cierva Cove (CC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC63 Brailmont Cove (BC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC33 Lapeyrere Bay (LB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC28 Lapeyrere Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC60 Charlotte Bay (CB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC57 Andvord Bay (AB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC29 Flandres Bay (FB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC41 Collins Bay (CLB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC48 Beascochea Bay (BSB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC45 Beascochea Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC44 Beascochea Bay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The location acronym in parentheses refers to core sites shown in Figure 2.1.

\(^{b}\)Accumulation styles include: steady state (SS, Figure 2.2a); varying \(^{210}\)Pb activity with depth; SS with an event layer (Figure 2.2b); change in SS rate (Figure 2.2c); and relatively uniform \(^{210}\)Pb activity with depth (all excess or all supported, Figure 2.2d).

\(^{c}\)Accumulation rates for non-steady core types cannot be determined (N/D).

\(^{d}\)The first rate refers to the more recent sediments.

2.5.1 Western Antarctic Peninsula

The four southernmost samples in this study were collected from the Graham Coast: three cores from Beascochea Bay (BSB), KC44, 45, and 48, and core KC41, from Collins Bay (CB) (Figures 2.1b, 2.3a,b). Cores KC44 and KC45, collected in a deep trough just seaward of Cadman Glacier (Figure 2.3a), contain relatively uniform profiles of bulk density and steady \(^{210}\)Pb accumulation at rates of 7.0 and 2.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively (\(r^{2}=0.83, 0.96\); Figures 2.3c,d).
KC48, in front of the Lever Glacier (Figure 2.3a), shows a steady-state accumulation profile of 6.4 mm yr\(^{-1}\), overlain by ~40 cm of sediment with lower bulk density and relatively uniform, excess \(^{210}\)Pb activity that decrease slightly in the uppermost 5 cm (Figure 2.3e). The entire length of KC41 contains generally uniform bulk density and varying excess \(^{210}\)Pb activity of 0.6-1.4 dpm g\(^{-1}\), nearly all of which falls within the 0.9 ± 0.2 dpm g\(^{-1}\) range of supported activity for this region (Figure 2.3f). X-radiographs of regions showing steady accumulation are characterized by relatively homogenous sediment with some dropstones and few, faint laminations (Figures 2.3g,h,j). In the upper section of KC48 with high, uniform \(^{210}\)Pb activities, the x-radiograph reveals mm-scale laminations (Figure 2.3i), while x-rays of KC41 show relatively homogeneous sediment with few visible laminations (Figure 2.3k). Of the cores collected along the WAP, KC44 and KC48 were collected near the ice front for two of the largest WAP glaciers; they record the fastest sediment accumulation for this region (Table 2.1).

Slightly farther to the north, in Flandres Bay (FB; Figures 2.1b, 2.4a), core KC29 shows steady-state accumulation separated by a 10-cm-thick section characterized by much lower \(^{210}\)Pb activity (Figure 2.4d). Below this low-activity layer, sediment accumulated at 3.0 mm yr\(^{-1}\), and above the layer, modern sediment has accumulated at 2.8 mm yr\(^{-1}\) (\(r^2=0.90, 0.99\); Figure 2.4d). The x-radiograph image and grain-size analyses of the particles in the low-activity region indicate this section is coarser (darker color in x-ray, mean size of 1.0 mm versus 0.01 mm) and is denser than the rest of the deposit. Likely, the coarse grain size (reduced surface area) accounts for both the decrease in \(^{210}\)Pb activity and increases in density (Figures 2.2f, 2.2g, 2.3d). Along the Danco Coast, core KC57 from Andvord Bay (AB; Figure 2.4b) contains a region of uniform bulk density and steady-state \(^{210}\)Pb accumulation at 5.6 mm yr\(^{-1}\) (\(r^2=0.97\)) overlain by a 60-cm-thick deposit containing varying bulk density and \(^{210}\)Pb activity (Figure 2.4e). \(^{210}\)Pb from core
KC60 in Charlotte Bay (CB; Figure 2.4c) shows bulk density increasing slightly with depth and steady sediment accumulation at a rate of 2.8 mm yr\(^{-1}\) \((r^2=0.93)\) (Figures 2.1b, 2.4f). X-radiographs of steady-state \(^{210}\)Pb regions reveal fine-grained deposits with scattered small dropstones and faint laminations (Figures 2.4g, i, j), whereas images from non-steady regions show coarser-grained (darker) intervals and more distinct layering (Figures 2.4g, h).

On Anvers Island, nearly 3-m-long cores were collected in each of the two arms of Lapeyrere Bay (LB; Figures 2.1b, 2.5a). KC33 and KC28 both show uniform bulk density with depth and steady-state \(^{210}\)Pb accumulation; rates are 2.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\) \((r^2=0.96)\) and 3.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\) \((r^2=0.98)\), respectively (Figures 2.5b,c). X-radiographs from both cores show fine-grained sediment with small dropstones throughout (Figures 2.5d,e). Sediment accumulates faster at the more ice-distal site, and seismic profiles from the main fjord basin (where KC28 was collected) show the thickest sediments, reflecting greater input from Illiad Glacier, the largest glacier entering the basin (Figure 12 in Griffith and Anderson, 1989).

Proceeding north, one core was collected each in Cierva and Brailmont Coves off Hughes Bay (BC and CC; Figures 2.1b, 2.6a). Excess \(^{210}\)Pb activity in core KC63 from Brailmont Cove is relatively uniform and low within 90 cm of the seabed (Figure 2.6c). KC65 from Cierva Cove contains uniform excess \(^{210}\)Pb activity that extends from the surface to a depth of 36 cm (Figure 2.6b). In both cores, bulk density fluctuates with depth. The x-radiograph from KC65 shows very few laminations and some dropstones, while the image from KC63 shows mm-to-cm scale laminations throughout the core (Figures 2.6d, e, f). The northernmost core on the WAP, KC10, from the center of Hope Bay (HB; Figures 2.1b, 2.7a), contains sediment with bulk densities that slightly increase with depth, and steady \(^{210}\)Pb accumulation at 3.0 mm yr\(^{-1}\) \((r^2=0.95)\) (Figure 2.7b). X-radiographs reveal homogenous sediment with no evidence for layering (Figures 2.7c, d).
2.5.2 South Shetland Islands

Four sediment cores were collected in three coves that fringe Maxwell Bay (MB) on King George Island (Figures 2.1b, 8a). $^{210}$Pb profiles for three of these cores show a distinct change in the rate of accumulation, in all cases increasing by a factor of two to four in the last few decades (Figures 2.8b, c, d). The accumulation rate determined for KC14 in the inner bay increased from 2.0 to 5.5 mm yr$^{-1}$ around 1980 (respective $r^2=0.98$; Figure 2.8b). In core KC21, from Marion Cove, the rate increased from 2.8 to 6.6 mm yr$^{-1}$ around 1984 ($r^2=0.99$, 0.91; Figure 2.8c). Similarly for KC22, also collected in Marion Cove slightly farther from the current glacier terminus, the rate increased from 1.3 to 5.2 mm yr$^{-1}$ around 1978 ($r^2=1.0$, 0.97; Figure 2.8d). X-radiographs from the region of change in each of the $^{210}$Pb profiles do not indicate a similar change in the sediment composition or structure; all cores contain ice-rafted debris and no apparent layering (Figures 2.8f, g, h). KC23, near the mouth of Potter Cove, was the most seaward and ice-distal core collected in Maxwell Bay. Unlike the other cores, KC23 contains a ~8-cm-thick interval characterized by relatively uniform excess $^{210}$Pb activity that punctuates otherwise steady accumulation of ~1.5 mm yr$^{-1}$ ($r^2=0.94$, 0.91; Figure 2.8e), however a distinct change in the sediment composition or structure is not visible in the x-radiograph (Figure 2.8i). Bulk densities are relatively uniform in all cores, except in KC21, where they increase with depth. A statistical comparison shows no correlation between bulk density and $^{210}$Pb activity.

2.5.3 Chilean Fjords

In Tierra del Fuego, three cores were collected in the outer basin of Marinelli Fjord (MF; Figure 2.1d). Closest to the glacier, at KC50P, sediment has accumulated steadily at 23.6 mm yr$^{-1}$ ($r^2=0.87$; Figure 2.9a), while $^{210}$Pb profiles from cores KC79P and KC80P, both in the distal, outer region of the fjord, indicate variable low $^{210}$Pb activities (Figures 2.9b, c). The two
northernmost cores were collected from the long, narrow, Europa Fjord (EF; Figure 2.1c), on the southwest side of the Southern Patagonia Icefield. The $^{210}$Pb profile from KC28P, 7.1 km from the ice front, indicates varying and very low $^{210}$Pb activities (Figure 2.9d), whereas KC35P, 5.2 km from the ice front, records steady-state accumulation at 11.4 mm yr$^{-1}$ ($r^2=0.83$; Figure 2.9e). In all five cores, bulk density is uniform with depth around 1 g cm$^{-3}$, with the exception of the basal portion of KC80P, where the density is greater. Only the x-radiograph from KC79P indicates distinct cm-scale layering; x-radiographs of the other cores show homogenous sediment (Figures 2.9F-j).

2.6 Discussion

2.6.1 Interpretation of $^{210}$Pb Profiles

*Steady accumulation rates:*

In 15 of the 21 cores presented here, profiles of excess $^{210}$Pb indicate that sediments have been accumulating at a relatively constant rate over approximately the last century, suggesting that the frequency, magnitude, and source of sediment-delivery events have not changed appreciably in time (Figures 2.3c, 2.3d, 2.4f, 2.5b, 2.5c, 2.7b, 2.8b-d, 2.9a, 9e). X-radiographs of these cores all show deposits with little visible layering and a uniform scattering of ice-rafted debris, consistent with steady sediment accumulation at rates of a few mm yr$^{-1}$ (Figures 2.3g, 2.3h, 2.3j, 2.4j, 2.5d, 2.5e, 2.7c, 2.7d, 2.8f-h). Previous studies have observed similar steady-state $^{210}$Pb profiles in WAP fjords and in basins relatively distant from glaciers (e.g., Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996). Such steady-state sediment accumulation at the stationary core sites throughout the last century is surprising in view of the extreme environmental changes that have occurred during this period. The increase in mean annual temperatures along the WAP measured over the last 50+ years exceeds the global average sixfold (Vaughan et al., 2003). This
exceptional warming, together with the coincident increase in melt percentage to a level unprecedented during the last millennium (Abram et al., 2013), would likely accelerate glacial sliding, erosion, and sediment transport to fjords. But this expected increase in sediment accumulation at any site would tend to be offset by the substantial recent glacial retreat in this region: over 87% of the glaciers in the Peninsula have retreated (mean ~580 m, max ~5 km) in the past 50+ years (Cook et al., 2005; Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007). Because rates of accumulation generally decrease exponentially down fjord (e.g., Cowan et al., 1997 in Figure 10; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a), and glacial retreat increases the distance between the ice front and any proglacial core site, accumulation rates would tend to decrease with time at any core site, thereby tending to offset the increase in sediment flux expected due to the warming climate.

**Changes in accumulation rate:**

In contrast with the steady-state profiles of excess $^{210}$Pb collected from the WAP, profiles in the South Shetland Islands appear consistent with ongoing climatic changes in this region, which experiences a relatively warm and wet climate. Three of the four $^{210}$Pb profiles show a break in slope (Figures 2.2b, 2.8b-d), reflecting a recent two-to-fourfold acceleration of accumulation for the three ice-proximal cores, which agrees well with independent analyses of other Maxwell Bay cores (Yoon et al., 2000, 2010; Monien et al., 2011; Majewski et al., 2012). Although the x-radiographs show no visible change in the sedimentary character, the timing of the accumulation-rate increase was ~25 years ago and coincides with the period during which glaciers north of 64°S retreated the fastest (Cook et al., 2005). The increase in accumulation rate preserved in the sedimentary record may reflect a sensitive transition in the glaciers of the South Shetland Islands from subpolar to temperate. The increase in nearby surface temperatures and in the frequency of precipitation events, measured since ~1969 and ~1956 respectively (Turner et
al., 1997; Vaughan et al., 2003), could increase sediment accumulation rates by generating more vigorous periglacial weathering and mass wasting, as well as increased volumes of meltwater, which transport sediment to Maxwell Bay (DaSilva et al., 1997; Yoon et al., 1998). The trends observed in the $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles from Maxwell Bay suggest that if the region continues to warm, increased meltwater production and faster sediment accumulation could extend to the WAP.

**Complex $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles:**

In addition to steady accumulation described above, some of the $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles exhibit a variety of sediment accumulation patterns and reflect diverse glacimarine sedimentary processes. Vertically uniform profiles with significant excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ typically indicate rapid, possibly instantaneous, sediment deposition. The high activities (such as KC65, Figure 2.6b) suggest 1) a relatively vigorous circulation of seawater renews the inventory of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ in the local water column, and/or 2) the sediments entered the fjord entrained in a buoyant surface plume from which they settled through deep water columns, scavenging $^{210}\text{Pb}$. Vertically uniform profiles with low activities (KC41 and KC63, Figures 2.3f and 2.6c), however, could represent supported $^{210}\text{Pb}$ values (~0.9 dpm g$^{-1}$), and thus sediment sufficiently old (>100 years) for all excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ to have decayed to negligible levels. Alternatively, these $^{210}\text{Pb}$ profiles could indicate the deposition of particles with negligible excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity, which would occur if particles were delivered by gravity flows with mixtures of glacial meltwater and limited sea water (e.g., Dukat and Kuehl, 1995; Mullenbach and Nittouer, 2000).

Four of the profiles characterized by steady-state accumulation are interrupted by ~10 to 60 cm-thick zones of relatively uniform excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ activity; they represent one or many discrete, rapid depositional events (Figures 2.3e, 2.4d, 2.4e, 2.8e), which can result from diverse sedimentary processes. Rapid settling from a sediment-laden meltwater plume would create a
deposit of uniform, high excess activity (potential examples: KC48 and KC23, Figures 2.3e and 2.8e), while the release of a large volume of coarse ice-rafted debris or a gravity flow would form sediment intervals of low activity (e.g., KC29, Figure 2.4d). X-radiographs from these deposits help determine the formative sedimentary processes; for example, the low-activity layer in KC29 corresponds to a region of concentrated coarse-grained material (Figures 2.2f, 2.2g, 2.4g). Confidently distinguishing between these possibilities, however, would require additional data, such as shorter-lived radioisotopes to measure processes occurring on event time scales (e.g., weeks to months) (e.g., Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a), and detailed evaluation of the individual cores is beyond the scope of this paper.

**Biological factors:**

As mentioned earlier, biological factors can alter the distribution of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ within the cores and impact the interpretation of sedimentary processes and accumulation rates from profiles of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$. Burrowing benthic organisms can mix the upper sediment, potentially creating a zone of uniform activity like those seen in a few of the cores, which otherwise show steady-state accumulation (Figure 2.5b). Regional measurements of bioturbation intensity along the WAP indicate that burrowing is confined to the upper 8 cm, and that local benthic organisms primarily utilize surface organic material year-round (McClintic et al., 2008). The steady-accumulation profiles presented here all show log-linear decay to at least 30 cm (e.g., Figures 2.3d, 2.5c), which would be very deep for biological community mixing and implies little or no vertical mixing (c.f. Nittrouer et al., 1984; Harden et al., 1992). In addition, x-radiographs do not show evidence of tubes or burrows.

In addition to biological mixing, the fraction of biologically produced sediment accumulating on the seabed is also of considerable interest, especially when using total sediment
masses to develop terrigenous sediment budgets and infer glacial erosion rates (Koppes and Hallet, 2002, 2006, 2010; Cowan et al., 2010; Koppes, 2012). The coastal and shelf waters of the WAP support a productive biological ecosystem, in which sea-ice cover primarily controls productivity during the austral summer (e.g., Ducklow et al., 2007). The relative contribution of biogenic particles within the seabed generally increases with primary productivity and decreases as the accumulation rate of terrigenous sediment increases. Thus, the biogenic component generally increases southward, and with increasing distance from the ice front, due to the general decrease in rates of terrigenous sediment accumulation (e.g., Dunbar et al., 1985; Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Domack and Ishman, 1993). In the productive waters of the Ross Sea, biogenic silica accounts for 1-7% by weight of total sediment accumulation in most areas, with a maximum contribution of ~40% in the southwestern Ross Sea (Ledford-Hoffman et al., 1986). Along the WAP, biogenic silica accounts for <5% of total sediment particles in a polar fjord south of the study sites (Gilbert et al., 2003), ~12-14% in the outer portion of Andvord Bay (Domack and Ishman, 1993) and ~6% since the Little Ice Age in Maxwell Bay (Milliken et al., 2010). Offshore of Maxwell Bay, measurements from the Bransfield Strait indicate biogenic contribution of ~12% in deep basins (DeMaster et al., 1991). Thus, in the glacier-proximal study sites, biogenic silica is likely to be a minor (i.e., <10%) component of the sediments.

2.6.2 N-S Transect Trends

Along the 15° N-S transect, modern rates of sediment accumulation in temperate fjords of southern Chile substantially exceed those in the subpolar fjords of the South Shetland Islands and WAP (Table 2.1, Figure 2.10). In Chilean fjords, rates range from 11.4 to 23.6 mm yr\(^{-1}\) (n=2, mean=17.5 mm yr\(^{-1}\)), whereas along the WAP and South Shetland Islands, they range from 1.3 to 7.0 mm yr\(^{-1}\) (n=14, mean=4.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\)). Moreover, the WAP and South Shetland Islands
accumulation rates are two to three orders of magnitude smaller than ice-proximal rates derived from seismic data in southern Chile, including Laguna San Rafael and Marinelli Fjord (Koppes, 2007; Koppes et al., 2009). It is likely that this contrast is related to the abundance of meltwater in the Chilean glacier systems. The higher annual temperatures and precipitation in southern Chile favor meltwater production, which is likely to increase the basal water pressure leading to faster sliding (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986; Anderson et al., 2004; Bartholomew et al., 2010). Additionally, high basal water pressures promote subglacial erosion by quarrying especially where they fluctuate frequently (Hallet, 1996; Iverson, 2012). Indeed, increases in sliding velocities (inferred from measured increases in the surface speed) have been correlated with increases in the production and transport of glacial sediment (e.g., Humphrey and Raymond, 1994; Anderson et al., 2004; Riihimaki et al., 2005).

For the relatively cool and dry climatic regime in the southern part of this study, sediment accumulation rates in the South Shetland Islands and along the WAP do not decrease with increasing latitude as was expected based upon previous studies (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996). The transitional climate of the South Shetland Islands, plus the well-documented occurrence of seasonal debris-laden meltwater emanating from the King George Island icecap (Griffith and Anderson, 1989; Domack and Ishman, 1993; Yoon et al., 1998), suggest that sediment accumulation rates should be intermediate between polar and temperate. The modern accumulation rates measured in Maxwell Bay, however, are just above the 4 mm yr$^{-1}$ mean accumulation rate from the WAP, and agree well with previous measurements (e.g., Yoon et al., 2000, 2010; Majewski et al., 2012). These modest rates likely reflect the limited size and vigor of the glaciers and ice caps that cover the South Shetland Islands, compared to the ice masses along the WAP (Koppes and Hallet, 2010; Koppes, 2012).
Within the WAP fjords, the accumulation rates of 3-7 mm yr$^{-1}$ measured in this study are within the range of values reported previously (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996). It is important to stress that none of the sites presented here represents a true polar setting, where basal meltwater would be negligible and glacial erosion rates would nearly vanish (Cuffey et al., 1999). The lack of a distinct N-S pattern within these subpolar sites suggests that the expected general decrease in sediment accumulation rates with temperature is confounded by site-specific factors; these likely include the meltwater production regime, distance to the ice front, fjord bathymetry, the glaciated basin area, and ice flux (Domack and McClennen, 1996; Koppes and Hallet, 2010; Koppes, 2012).

2.6.3 Comparison with $^{210}$Pb Measurements from Other Glacimarine Settings

Many of the excess $^{210}$Pb profiles from WAP and Chilean fjords, as well as those previously reported from other WAP fjords (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996) suggest sediment accumulation at a uniform rate over the past ~100 years. This is remarkable not only because the WAP has warmed exceptionally quickly and most glaciers have retreated significantly in the last century, but also because it contrasts with profiles of excess $^{210}$Pb from ice-proximal, temperate fjord settings. Profiles collected from multiple fjords in Alaska typically exhibit non-steady-state behavior (Cowan et al., 1997; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a), which for these glacier-proximal settings likely indicate the greater contribution of individual sediment-delivery events to fjord sediments in Alaska, as well as temporal changes in their frequency and magnitude. The low values of excess activity for these profiles suggest either that particles settle through the water column too quickly to scavenge $^{210}$Pb, or that sediment is delivered near the bed as submarine gravity flows (Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Either scenario is consistent with the rapid deposition of sediment, which is known to occur in these Alaskan fjords at seasonal
rates up to 9 cm d$^{-1}$ and annual rates of at least 9 m yr$^{-1}$ near the terminus (e.g., Molnia, 1983; Cowan and Powell, 1991). Where $^{210}$Pb-derived rates can be calculated near temperate glaciers, they confirm rapid accumulation at least two orders of magnitude greater than ice-proximal accumulation in subpolar fjords (Figure 2.10). In such ice-proximal, temperate regions generally characterized by non-steady and rapid sediment accumulation, shorter-lived isotopes such as $^{234}$Th are generally more useful in quantifying accumulation rates (e.g., Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a); however, $^{210}$Pb geochronology provides a considerably useful means for interpreting sedimentary processes in these environments, as well as for determining accumulation rates in more ice-distal regions in temperate settings, such as the continental shelf off the southern coast of Alaska (Jaeger et al., 1998), and in subpolar glacimarine settings (e.g., Smith et al., 2002; Szczucinski et al., 2009).

Unlike the patterns observed in $^{210}$Pb profiles from ice-proximal locations in temperate fjords, the steady accumulation profiles observed in most of the cores shown here resemble profiles collected in other subpolar fjords, as well as in temperate, ice-distal settings. For example, most $^{210}$Pb measurements from subpolar fjords in East Greenland and Svalbard indicate steady sediment accumulation rates of 1 to 10 mm yr$^{-1}$ (Figure 2.10) (Smith et al., 2002; Szczucinski et al., 2009; Andresen et al., 2011), which encompass the rates observed along the WAP and South Shetland Islands in this and previous studies (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996). In addition, the more ice-distal regions of the outer Alaskan fjords and the adjacent continental shelf experience uniform accumulation at rates of ~1-2 cm yr$^{-1}$ (Figure 2.10) (Cowan et al., 1997; Jaeger et al., 1998). The similarity between sediment accumulation patterns and rates in the distal regions of temperate fjords and the proximal areas of subpolar fjords suggests that both settings receive glacially derived sediment continuously with infrequent
“events” when averaged over typical sampling intervals of 5 cm, which correspond to periods of 50 to 5 years, respectively, for accumulation rates of 1 to 10 mm yr\(^{-1}\). On temperate shelves fed with glacial sediments, accumulation tends to be rather steady because of the considerable distance to the sediment source, which reduces accumulation rates, attenuates event signals, and increases the averaging time for \(^{210}\)Pb; in addition, the more temporally uniform accumulation reflects input from multiple glaciers and mixing due to post-depositional transport on the shelf. In ice-proximal subpolar settings accumulation also tends to be steady; this is presumed to be due to the long averaging time for \(^{210}\)Pb concentrations that correspond to the slow accumulation, as well as the rare and spatially limited occurrence of large depositional events due to the relative dearth of meltwater.

From temperate to polar settings, \(^{210}\)Pb-derived accumulation in ice-proximal settings (~5 km from modern ice front) slows by more than two orders of magnitude (Figure 2.10) (Harden et al., 1992; Domack and McClennen, 1996; Cowan and Powell, 1997; Smith et al., 2002; Szczucinski et al., 2009; Andresen et al., 2011). The general decrease in accumulation rate with distance from the glacial sediment source within individual temperate, subpolar and polar fjords is widely recognized in \(^{210}\)Pb data (Cowan et al., 1997; Gilbert and Domack, 2003; Szczucinski et al., 2009; Andresen et al., 2011) and in data representing both longer and shorter timescales derived with \(^{14}\)C dating and sediment traps, respectively (e.g., Figure 7 in Cowan and Powell, 1991; Figure 13 in Gilbert et al., 1998; Figure 10 in Jaeger and Nittouer, 1999a; Figure 8b in Szczucinski and Zajaczkowski, 2012). However, the compiled data from various fjords, even when within the same climatic regime, do not reflect this well-documented pattern (Figure 2.10) (e.g., Harden et al., 1992; Smith et al., 2002), presumably due to large inter-fjord differences in
the factors that control sediment production rates (e.g., catchment size, lithology, joint density, geometry, ice flux); these are currently under study.

2.7 Conclusions

Herein, $^{210}\text{Pb}$-derived rates of modern sediment accumulation are presented from 21 cores collected in 12 bays and fjords spanning from 50°S to 65°S. In 15 of these 21 cores, profiles of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ indicate relatively constant rates of sediment accumulation over approximately the past century, despite the recent rapid warming, increase in the frequency of surface melting events, and considerable glacier retreat in this region (e.g., Vaughan et al., 2003; Cook et al., 2005; Abram et al., 2013). Accumulation rates increase markedly from fjords along the South Shetland Islands and WAP (~1-7 mm yr$^{-1}$) to Chilean fjords (~10-20 mm yr$^{-1}$), and this increase highlights the role of a warmer and wetter climate in southern Chile for accelerating glacial motion and the production and transfer of sediment. In contrast with sediment cores from the WAP that show steady accumulation, $^{210}\text{Pb}$ records from the South Shetland Islands show that sediment accumulation accelerated over the last few decades. Increasing air temperatures and precipitation events likely generated more vigorous periglacial weathering, mass wasting, and increased volumes of meltwater, which resulted in the delivery of more sediment-laden meltwater to fjords as the region shifted toward temperate conditions. With additional warming and meltwater production, it is expected fjord sediment accumulation rates to increase in the subpolar region of the Antarctic Peninsula, which would likely impact the pelagic and benthic communities (e.g., Dierssen et al., 2002).

The relatively large and temporally variable rates of sediment accumulation in the Chilean records resemble those in temperate Alaskan fjords; they all, presumably, reflect the role
of meltwater in the sporadic delivery of sediment to ice-proximal fjord settings. The lower accumulation rates in the majority of subpolar fjords presented here are similar to rates in ice-distal settings of temperate fjords, because of the limited supply of terrigenous material in both settings and tendency for “events” to be smoothed when averaged over a typical 5-cm sampling interval. It is inferred that the sediments accumulate steadily in both settings for different reasons. In the ice-distal areas of temperate fjords, accumulation is relatively steady because inputs from multiple glaciers average out and attenuate the signal from single sedimentation events, and moreover, deposited sediments are mixed due to transport on the shelf. In contrast, subpolar-fjord accumulation is relatively steady because it is rarely interrupted by substantial delivery of sediment-laden meltwater from the subglacial hydraulic system, presumably because surface melt seldom reaches deep into the subpolar glaciers despite the recent increase in surface melt events. In conclusion, the steady nature of accumulation in subpolar fjords experiencing rapid warming likely reflects counteracting processes; a temporal increase in meltwater production accelerates the rate of sediment delivered to down-fjord sites, while terminus retreat increases the distance between the sediment source and down-fjord coring sites.
Figure 2.1 Antarctic Peninsula and Patagonia Core Sites
(a) Black boxes outline study areas, the southernmost of which is expanded in (b). Study sites within the black squares are expanded in (c) and (d). (b) Red circles represent core locations along the western Antarctic Peninsula, with site names abbreviated as in Table 2.1 (NSIDC image). (c) Red circles show core locations in Europa Fjord adjacent to the Southern Patagonia Icefield (SPI), and (d) in Marinelli Fjord, Tierra del Fuego (USGS landsat images).
Figure 2.2 Representative Core Properties
Four types of $^{210}$Pb profiles were observed in this study: (a) steady-state accumulation, (b) an event layer indicated by a region of lower $^{210}$Pb activities in an otherwise steady-state profile, (c) a change in the rate of steady-state accumulation, and (d) complex accumulation or grain-size characteristics with slight variability in activity with depth in the core. (e) and (f) Representative core photographs and associated profiles of bulk density (white circles): one reflecting steady-state accumulation (KC44), and a second steady-state core with an event layer (KC29). Intervals with elevated bulk densities in KC29 are those with relatively coarse-grained sediments and bi-modal grain-size distributions, shown in (g).
**Figure 2.3. Beascochea Bay and Collins Bay Cores**

(a,b) Bathymetry for Beascochea and Collins Bays, with locations of the four ice-proximal cores. LG and CG show locations of Lever Glacier and Cadman Glacier, respectively. Land and glacier-covered areas are shown in light gray; marine regions beyond the multibeam bathymetric data are colored white. (c,d) Cores KC45 and KC44 show steady-state $^{210}$Pb accumulation (black symbols; lower abscissa), with relatively uniform bulk density profiles (red dots, upper abscissa). (e) KC48 records steady-state accumulation in front of Lever Glacier below a region of relatively uniform, high excess activities and lower bulk densities. (f) KC41 from Collins Bay shows uniform, low excess $^{210}$Pb activities, corresponding to relatively uniform bulk densities. (g-k) Representative positive x-radiographs below each core image the gray-shaded areas in the above profiles (note artifacts of x-radiograph processing: black triangles along the right edge and corresponding dark horizontal lines).
Figure 2.4. Flandres Bay, Andvord Bay, and Charlotte Bay Cores

(a,b,c) Land and glacier area (light gray), and multibeam bathymetry for Flandres, Andvord, and Charlotte Bays, with core locations indicated. Symbols are the same as for Figure 2.3. 

(d) A section of relatively low excess activity and higher bulk density interrupts otherwise steady accumulation in KC29, (e) steady-state sediment accumulation with uniform bulk density in KC57 was followed by accumulation with varying $^{210}$Pb activity and density, and (f) relatively uniform bulk densities and steady-state accumulation of 2.8 mm yr$^{-1}$ characterize KC60. (g-j) X-radiograph positives are shown for core sections shaded in gray, and reveal stratification and numerous dropstones.
Figure 2.5. Lapeyrere Bay Cores
(a) Core locations from Lapeyrere Bay shown with multibeam bathymetry. IG indicates the location of Illiad Glacier. (b,c) Profiles of excess $^{210}\text{Pb}$ and bulk density indicate steady-state accumulation in KC33 and KC28. (d,e) X-radiograph positives highlight shaded intervals in KC33 and KC28. Dark triangles and horizontal lines are artifacts of x-radiograph processing. Colors and symbols are explained in Figure 2.3 caption.
Figure 2.6. Cierva Cove and Brailmont Cove Cores
(a) Core locations in ice-proximal depocenters and multibeam bathymetry for Hughes Bay. Both the excess $^{210}$Pb profiles for KC65 from Cierva Cove (b) and KC63 from Brailmont Cove (c) show relatively uniform high and low excess activities, respectively, extending the length of the cores. Bulk density profiles indicate fluctuations down core, consistent with those in $^{210}$Pb activity. (d-f) X-radiograph positives corresponding to gray shaded areas show scattered dropstones in (d), and laminations in (e) and (f). Colors and symbols are explained in Figure 2.3 caption.
Figure 2.7. Hope Bay Core
(a) Multibeam bathymetry and core location for Hope Bay. The excess $^{210}$Pb profile for core KC10 (b) indicates steady-state accumulation; bulk densities fluctuate from ~1-1.7 g cm$^{-3}$. (c,d) The x-radiograph images highlight the gray-shaded regions in (b). Dark triangles and horizontal lines are artifacts of x-radiograph processing. Colors and symbols are explained in Figure 2.3 caption.
Figure 2.8. Maxwell Bay Cores

(a) Multibeam bathymetry and core locations near Maxwell Bay, South Shetland Islands. (b,c,d) $^{210}$Pb profiles for the three ice-proximal cores; distinct break in slopes reflects abrupt increase in accumulation rate. (e) KC23, the most ice-distal, contains an event layer between the regions of steady-state accumulation. Bulk densities are relatively uniform in all cores except KC 21, where they increase with depth. (f-i) X-radiographs correspond to the areas shaded in (b-e), with numerous dropstones visible in (g) and (h). Dark horizontal lines extending from black triangles along the right edge of each image are artifacts of x-radiograph processing. White circles in (g) are empty spaces where samples were collected. Colors and symbols are explained in Figure 2.3 caption.
Figure 2.9. Chilean Cores
Five cores collected from southern Chile. Marinelli core KC50P (a) records the fastest steady accumulation in this study, 23.6 mm yr⁻¹. KC79P (b) and KC80P (c) from the outer Marinelli Fjord contain ²¹⁰Pb profiles with varying activity. KC28P (d) and KC35P (e) from Europa Fjord show varying, low activity and steady-state accumulation, respectively. The bulk density is relatively uniform and close to 1 g cm⁻³ for all cores except for the base of KC80P (e). (f-j) X-radiograph positives show the regions shaded in gray. Symbols are explained in Figure 2.3 caption.
Figure 2.10. Worldwide $^{210}$Pb Accumulation Rates
Compilation of published $^{210}$Pb-derived accumulation rates for glacially influenced fjords. Red markers: temperate fjords in Alaska (Cowan et al., 1997) and Chile (this study); green markers: subpolar fjords in East Greenland (circles, Smith et al., 2002; squares, Andresen et al., 2011) and Svalbard (Szczucinski et al., 2009); and purple markers: cold subpolar to polar fjords in the Western Antarctic Peninsula (stars, this study; circles, Domack and McClennen, 1996; squares, Harden et al., 1992), and the Eastern Antarctic Peninsula (Gilbert and Domack, 2003). Lines connect measurements within individual fjords.
Chapter 3: Observations and modeling of fjord sedimentation during the 30-year retreat of Columbia Glacier, AK

3.1 Introduction

Over the past decades, marine-ending (or tidewater) glaciers around the world have lost mass at dramatic rates (e.g., Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Pritchard et al., 2009; Shepherd et al., 2012). This widespread accelerated loss of ice into the ocean is caused by more rapid surface melting, and especially by faster calving, submarine melting at the glacier terminus, and related processes that cause acceleration, thinning, and retreat (Luckman et al., 2006; Howat et al., 2007; van den Broeke et al., 2009). The difficulty in understanding processes occurring along this critical ice-ocean boundary has been identified as the major factor in limiting the accuracy of future sea-level rise predictions (Lemke et al., 2007; IPCC, 2013; Straneo et al., 2013). Roughly one third of current sea-level rise is caused by ice loss from mountain glaciers and ice caps (Lemke et al., 2007), and these glaciers are expected to dominate sea-level rise in coming century despite the much greater volume of the major ice sheets (Meier et al., 2007; Radić and Hock, 2011). Thus, the study of processes occurring along the critical ice-ocean boundary of tidewater glaciers has broad scientific and societal relevance.

One of the major factors controlling the rate of ice loss by calving and submarine melting is the water depth at the glacier terminus (e.g., Brown et al., 1982; Pelto and Warren, 1991; Jenkins, 2011; Motyka et al., 2013). This depth can decrease rapidly due to accumulation of sediment near the glacier terminus (Meier and Post, 1987; Alley, 1991). Sediment accumulation rates in fjords fed by temperate glaciers are known to be among the highest worldwide, reaching rates in excess of 10 m yr$^{-1}$ at the ice front decreasing to ~1m yr$^{-1}$ kilometers down the fjord (Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittouer, 1999a). These extreme rates of sediment
accumulation and their variation in space and time merit close attention because they can affect glacier mass balance and stability by forming shoals that buttress the glacier, reduce buoyancy forces at the ice front, decrease the surface area available for submarine melting, and enable tidewater glaciers to advance into deep water (e.g., Meier and Post, 1987; Nick et al., 2007; Goff et al., 2012). This complex interaction has long been recognized, but has received little research attention. Moreover, the role of sedimentation is of special interest as, perhaps, the only known negative feedback that can slow or stop the demise of a marine-ending ice mass retreating in deepening waters (Alley et al., 2007; Schoof, 2007).

In addition to affecting glacial mass balance and stability, the sediments discharged by tidewater glaciers, which frequently accumulate in nearly closed fjord basins, form a valuable sediment record of glacier fluctuations, associated climatic changes, erosion and sediment-transfer events (e.g., Syvitski, 1989; Koppes and Hallet, 2002; Cowan et al., 2010; Willems et al., 2011). Accurately connecting fjord sediment deposits to their formative processes, such as changes in the glacial erosion rate or the climatic conditions, contributes to contemporary research focused on understanding how glacial erosion may link climatic and tectonic processes (e.g., Molnar and England, 1990; Berger et al., 2008). However, the potential for the subglacial storage of substantial volumes of sediments and their subsequent evacuation, highlighted in recent studies of Alaskan glaciers (e.g., Motyka et al., 2006; Cowan et al., 2010), complicates the interpretation of glacier erosion rates from fjord sediment deposits (e.g., Koppes and Hallet, 2002). Increasing our understanding of glacier archives from sediment deposits, as well as assessing the potential contribution of stored sediments to the preserved sediment record, is done best in settings for which the glacier behavior is known.
This study is focused on how the sediment flux of Columbia Glacier, near Valdez, Alaska, has varied during its well-documented 30-year retreat, and whether this variation is related to changes in glacier dynamics. This work leverages the extensive set of observations at Columbia Glacier that cover over three decades of dynamic retreat (USGS Professional Paper Series 1258, 1982-1989; Humphrey et al., 1993; Kamb et al., 1994; Meier et al., 1994; Krimmel, 2001; O’Neel et al., 2005; O’Neel et al., 2007; Pfeffer, 2007; Walter et al., 2010; Post et al., 2011; Rasmussen et al., 2011). Seismic surveys and bathymetric measurements in 2011 are considered in the context of the glaciological observations to (1) determine the volume and seismic architecture of sediment delivered by Columbia Glacier during its retreat; (2) develop a physically based numerical model to illuminate the formation of the sediment packages in Columbia Fjord as influenced by glacier retreat, sediment-flux history, and patterns of sediment deposition near the ice front that are affected by sediment-redistribution processes; and (3) interpret the modeled sediment-flux history in light of the documented glacier-dynamics history.

3.2 Columbia Glacier

Columbia Glacier is a temperate tidewater glacier in south-central Alaska (61.1°N, 147.1°W). It is presently 49 km long, covers an area of ~1000 km² and ranges in elevation from 0 to 3050 m above sea level (Figure 3.1a). The temperate climate of southern Alaska results in average annual rainfall and water equivalent snowfall of ~1.5 m yr⁻¹ and ~1 m yr⁻¹, respectively, as measured at sea level in Valdez, AK, ~35 km east of the glacier (US National Weather Service). This relatively high precipitation sustains the extensive glaciers in the region, many of which extend to the sea. In the early 1980s, after a period of stability roughly two centuries long (Nick et al., 2007), Columbia Glacier entered a phase of rapid retreat (Meier et al., 1985). This
sustained period of negative surface balance and thinning forced a dynamic instability, which resulted in accelerated surface lowering, retreat, and a permanent loss of contact with the stabilizing moraine shoal (Meier and Post, 1987; Pfeffer, 2007) (Figure 3.1b). The retreat accelerated until the mid 1990s, after which it slowed for two periods between 1994-1997 and 2000-2006 (Meier and Post, 1987; Pfeffer et al., 2000; O’Neel et al., 2005), and has accelerated again since September 2006 (Figure 3.1c). For the period 1996-2007, the average calving rate was about 8 km$^3$ yr$^{-1}$, which accounts for ~95% of the total glacier-wide mass loss (Rasmussen et al., 2011). Since 1957, the glacier has lost half of its volume and thickness (McNabb et al., 2012), the terminus has retreated 23 km at an average rate of ~0.7 km yr$^{-1}$, and within decades a deep fjord replaced a long ~1-km-thick glacier. In the next few decades, Columbia Glacier is expected to retreat another 14 km until the glacier bed rises above sea level. Present ice discharge from Columbia Glacier exceeds that of any other Alaskan glacier and accounts for ~6% of the sea-level rise contribution from Alaskan glaciers during the period 1962-2006 (Berthier et al., 2010). Because mass loss from all Alaskan glaciers accounts for 20% of global ice loss (Gardner et al., 2013), Columbia alone accounts for ~1% of global ice-mass loss.

Columbia Glacier has been surveyed in detail since 1976 by aerial photography at sub-annual intervals, and since 2004 with approximately daily time-lapse photography (Krimmel, 2001; O’Neel et al., 2005). This photographic record documents the entire retreat of Columbia Glacier and provides a history of the glacier terminus position, ice velocity, and rates of thinning (Figure 3.1b; Krimmel, 2001). Rasmussen et al. (2011) developed the time history of mass loss from Columbia Glacier, which was used by McNabb et al. (2012) to calculate ice thickness and bed topography over the entire glacier area. During its early retreat in 1987, two boreholes were drilled to the bed of Columbia Glacier to determine the properties of the glacier bed (Humphrey...
et al., 1993; Meier et al., 1994). These data, together with bathymetric measurements taken in 1997 (Krimmel, 2001), multibeam mapping in 2005 (Noll, 2005), and the bathymetric measurements in 2011, constrain the evolution of the fjord seabed as sediments accumulated in the fjord. While the retreat history of Columbia Glacier has been documented in detail, essentially nothing was known about the sediments it produces, except that a sediment shoal has long been inferred to play a central role in the stability of this glacier (e.g., Meier and Post, 1987; Nick et al., 2007).

3.3 Observational Methods and Analyses

3.3.1 Fjord Seabed and Sediment Datasets

In September 2011, during rare ice-free conditions, bathymetric and sedimentologic measurements were collected throughout the entire Columbia Fjord, including a previously uncharted area within 7 km of the 2011 glacier terminus (Figure 3.2). Seismic-reflection profiles of sediment basins were acquired using a 750 Hz bubble pulser, six kasten cores were collected in a transect extending to the ice front, and bathymetric measurements were obtained throughout the fjord. This dataset represents the first characterization of the sediments that have accumulated in Columbia Fjord since the onset of retreat around 1980.

The seismic-reflection profiles were single-channel data; they provided no information about sediment velocities that could be used to determine depths. Thus, the data were migrated and depth converted using a representative seismic speed of 1500 m s\(^{-1}\). This represents an approximate speed of sound through brackish (~30 psu), cold (~6°C) water, as measured in Columbia Fjord (S Gay, pers. comm.; Fu-Xing et al., 2012), as well as through the upper, unconsolidated glacial marine sediments collected in the sediment cores. Any compaction in the
sediments with depth would result the total sediment thickness being underestimated (Michalchuk et al., 2009; Milliken et al., 2009), as this reference speed is used for the entire sediment thickness. Depth-converted seismic profiles were analyzed using the open-source seismic interpretation software OpendTect 4.4.0.

From both the seismic images and the depth soundings, a large moraine complex (morainal shoal) was identified at the entrance to the fjord, where the water depth reaches a minimum of ~5-10 m and increases in both directions (A’ in Figures 3.2, 3.3). The moraine marks the advanced, stable position of the Columbia Glacier up to 1980. The fjord contains two distinct sediment basins, one that extends from the 1980 moraine to a sill midway down the fjord (Figure 3.3), and the second that extends from the sill to the modern terminus; they are referred to herein as the “outer basin” and “inner basin,” respectively (Figure 3.2).

3.3.2 Sediment Volume Calculations

For each seismic profile, the reflections corresponding to the top and bottom of the post-retreat sediment package were defined (Figure 3.3). The reflection marking the seabed-water interface was chosen as the most distinct reflection where the seismic facies changed from mostly transparent above to distinct, continuous, and parallel reflections below. The depth of this reflector was then compared to independently measured bathymetry to ensure consistency. The bottom of the sediment package was chosen as the most continuous and distinct reflection where the seismic facies changed from relatively high amplitude, parallel, and continuous above to a low-amplitude and discontinuous facies below. The choice of the bottom reflection is confirmed by the close agreement between the altitude of the former glacier bed from glacier borehole measurements (Meier et al., 1994) and the seismically chosen depth of the sediments at the same location (Figure 3.3).
In addition, a continuous reflector interpreted to be the 1997 seabed was inferred for the along-basin seismic line 11 based on water depth measurements made by A. Post and B. Hallet in 1997 (Figure 3.3) (Krimmel, 2001). This surface was interpolated throughout the outer basin and used to calculate the total volume of sediment deposited between the moraine and the sill from the start of retreat in 1980 until 1997, when the glacier had retreated across this basin.

To calculate the total sediment volume in the fjord, the location of the seabed and basin bottom reflectors were interpolated across the area of the sediment basins from the 1980 moraine to the modern terminus using both the inverse distance weighting and triangulation methods in OpendTect. The difference between the top and bottom surfaces provides the volume of sediment that accumulated in 30 years for each interpolation method, $3.3 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ from inverse distance and $3.0 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ from triangulation. The sediment volume was also estimated as $3.1 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ simply based on the approximate mean basin width, sediment thicknesses, and sidewall slopes. The consistency of these estimates provides confidence in the estimation of the total sediment volume and helps assess the uncertainty. This volume likely underestimates the total sediment output of Columbia Glacier because they focus on the fine-grained, well laminated sediment in the basin, and do not fully account for coarser deposits that are seismically difficult to differentiate from the underlying, consolidated sediment or bedrock. Additionally, any sediment that was transported beyond the moraine is not accounted for.

From the calculated sediment volumes and the temporally constrained bathymetric evolution, the total estimated volume of fine-grained sediment in the recently deglaciated Columbia Fjord is $3.2 \pm 1.1 \times 10^8$ m$^3$. From these volumes, the corresponding sediment fluxes for the two relatively well constrained time periods, 1980-1997 and 1998-2011, averaged $3.0 \pm 1.0 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ and $19 \pm 7 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$, respectively.
3.3.3 Effective Erosion Rate

The basin-averaged bedrock erosion rate that would be required to sustain this flux of sediment to the fjord during the retreat can be determined, and is referred to as the effective erosion rate. The effective bedrock flux from the glacier, $Q_{rock}$, is calculated by accounting for the difference in density between glacimarine sediment and bedrock:

$$Q_{rock} = \rho_{sed} Q_{sed} / \rho_{rock}$$

(3.1).

The erosion rate, $\dot{E}$, averaged over the entire glaciated area, $A$, is then determined:

$$\dot{E} = Q_{rock} / A$$

(3.2).

For the 1000 km$^2$ catchment, an average bedrock density, $\rho_{rock}$, of 2700 kg m$^{-3}$ is used. From the glacimarine sediment cores, the measured a dry bulk density, $\rho_{sed}$, is 1000 ± 200 kg m$^{-3}$. Because this density reflects only the unconsolidated surface sediments, for the erosion calculation an average dry bulk density of 1300 kg m$^{-3}$ is used, which is representative of glacimarine sediment collected in many settings to a depth of tens of meters (e.g., Milliken et al., 2009). The effective erosion rate averages ~5.1 ± 1.8 mm yr$^{-1}$ during the 30-year retreat.

3.4 Glacimarine Sedimentation Model

To explore the connection between sediment delivery, accumulation, and glacial retreat, I developed a numerical model of the 30-year record of sediment flux from Columbia Glacier that is consistent with the known rate of retreat, sediment distribution, and stratigraphic architecture. The model also allows the short-term, relatively instantaneous, sediment-deposition observations to be related to the ultimate glacimarine record preserved in fjords. \textit{In situ} sediment-trap measurements and radioisotope decay profiles from Glacier Bay and Icy Bay, Alaska, show that in the short term, over periods of days and tens of days, sediment deposition decreases rapidly.
from 10’s of m yr⁻¹ within 500 m of the ice front to ~1 m yr⁻¹ several kilometers away from the ice front (Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Seismic profiles collected from these same temperate fjords typically image steep-sided walls free of sediment, fjord seabeds with remarkably little to no surface slope, and parallel internal seismic reflectors (Carlson, 1989; Cai et al., 1997; Koppes and Hallet, 2002; 2006; Cowan et al., 2010). The horizontal seabed geometry and parallel internal reflectors that are representative of these sediment basins suggest that high-concentration gravity-driven processes play a large role in sediment delivery and redistribution in temperate fjords (e.g., Syvitski, 1989). In situ measurements of these gravity-driven processes are difficult to obtain while active, but the few existing in situ measurements from river-fed fjords suggest turbidity currents occur regularly (e.g., Prior et al., 1987; Bornhold et al., 1994).

3.4.1 Model Development

The model addresses the evolution of sediment accumulation as a function of the time-varying position of the terminus and sediment input from the glacier. It is also used to develop a sediment-flux history compatible with the observed sediment thickness and internal architecture. The approach is guided by field studies of sedimentation (Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a) and builds on the 1-D model developed by Koppes and Hallet (2002), wherein the sediment accumulation rate, $\dot{S}(x, t)$, decreases exponentially with distance down-fjord from the terminus, $x$:

$$
\dot{S} = S_0 e^{-x/\delta}
$$

$S_0(t)$ characterizes the time varying accumulation rate at the ice front, and $\delta$ represents the falloff distance of the accumulation rate, which is the distance over which the rate drops 1/e of
the value at the terminus. The total sediment accumulation at any location in the fjord, \( S(x) \), is the time integral of the sediment accumulation rate:

\[
S = \int_0^x S_0 e^{-R(t)/\delta} \, dt
\]

(3.4),

where the distance from the terminus, \( x \), is the product of the retreat rate, \( R(t) \), and time, \( t \).

Over long periods, if the rates of retreat and accumulation are both constant, the integral simplifies to

\[
S = \frac{\delta S_0}{R}
\]

(3.5),

which shows that for steady retreat and sediment input, the resulting sediment thickness is uniform; as expected, it scales with the accumulation rate at the ice front and inversely with the retreat rate. Equation 3.5 expresses the intuitive result that if the sediment output from the glacier were constant in time, a faster retreat would distribute the same volume of sediment over a greater area, forming a thinner deposit. In reality, both \( S_0(t) \) and \( R(t) \) vary in time, so the sediment thickness in any location reflects the complex history of both the retreat rate and sediment accumulation rate. If the retreat rate is known, as in the case of Columbia Glacier, the time-variation of the sediment flux, represented by \( S_0(t) \), can be calculated from the observed sediment thickness, \( S \).

In the model, both primary proglacial sedimentation and secondary reworking are represented explicitly, such that the change in seabed elevation reflects sediment derived directly from the glacier as well as subsequent downslope transport. The model begins with the simple conservation of mass in 2-D, where the change in basin elevation, \( \frac{dz}{dt} \), equals the divergence in the flux of sediment, \( q \), per unit width across the fjord at a given location:

\[
\frac{\partial z}{\partial t} = -\frac{\partial q}{\partial x}
\]

(3.6).
The sediment delivery from the ice front is modeled as the sum of two exponential distributions that represent ice-proximal and distal sedimentation with short and long decay distances, respectively:

\[
\frac{dz}{dt} = \dot{S}_1 e^{-x/\delta_1} + \dot{S}_2 e^{-x/\delta_2}
\]

(3.7).

Fast sediment accumulation that decreases rapidly from temperate glacier termini is well recognized from field measurements (e.g., Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittouer, 1999a). The falloff distances for each of the two exponential terms, $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, were approximated from in situ data collected by Cowan and Powell (1991) in Glacier Bay, AK. While these data can also be described by a power law decay, the sum of two exponential curves is used to permit examination of distinct roles of proximal and distal sedimentation processes in forming the sediment accumulation throughout the fjord. It is assumed that once sediment reaches the seabed, it tends to be redistributed downslope due to slumping, iceberg gouging, and other diffusional processes at a rate proportional to the seabed gradient,

\[
q = -\kappa \frac{\partial z}{\partial x}
\]

(3.8),

where $\kappa$ is an effective diffusivity of the sediments.

Combining Equations (3.6) and (3.8) yields the time-evolving sediment elevation after initial deposition due to both direct sediment delivery from the glacier and diffusive downslope transport,

\[
\frac{dz}{dt} = \dot{S}_1 e^{-x/\delta_1} + \dot{S}_2 e^{-x/\delta_2} - \kappa \frac{d^2z}{dx^2}
\]

(3.9).

In essence, the gravitational redistribution of sediment throughout the fjord basin is modeled as diffusive transport, where the diffusivity, $\kappa$, represents broadly a “mobility factor” for fjord sediment. This simple approach enables the distribution of sediment in any fjord, and the stratigraphic architecture of sediment packages, to be modeled as functions of retreat, sediment-
flux histories, and fjord geometry. For a system like Columbia Glacier, for which the basin geometry, sediment distribution, and ice retreat history are all well known, the model can be used to infer in considerable detail the time varying delivery of sediment by the glacier.

3.4.2 Model Applied to Columbia Glacier

The evolution of the sediment package in Columbia Fjord is modeled over a ~20-km-long transect along the fjord extending from the 2011 terminus position to the 1980 moraine (Figure 3.4). The retreat rate is calculated from the near-monthly terminus positions mapped from aerial photographs for 1980-2000 (Krimmel, 2001) and by time-lapse photography for 2000-2010 (T. Pfeffer, written comm., 2013) (Figures 3.1b, c).

The sediment flux, \( Q(t) \), must account for the sediment accumulation over the entire fjord bottom from the ice front to the distance approaching \( \infty \), as described by Equation 3.4, and evenly across a weighted mean width, \( \bar{W} \), consistent with seismic data that suggest uniform accumulation across the fjord bottom. Thus

\[
Q(t) = \int_0^\infty S(x, t) \bar{W}(x) dx \tag{3.10}
\]

Integrating Equation 3.10 and using Equation 3.3 for \( \dot{S} \) associated with the proximal and distal exponential terms yields the total flux from the glacier:

\[
Q(t) = \dot{S}_{01} \delta_1 \bar{W}_1 + \dot{S}_{02} \delta_2 \bar{W}_2 \tag{3.11}
\]

The weighted widths, \( \bar{W}_1 \) and \( \bar{W}_2 \), represent the fjord width weighted by the thickness of sediment accumulating at that down-fjord distance. The widths are weighted with the sediment accumulation from the ice front to twice the distances \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) to represent ~90% of the total sediment delivered. This weighting captures important down-fjord variations in both the width and sediment-accumulation rate.
In addition, because the fjord widens upward, the width of the accumulation zone increases with time as the sediment deposit thickens. The increasing width is accounted for by assuming a parabolic shape corresponding to fjord cross sections that are both observed in the seismic data and generally representative of glacier valleys (e.g. Harbor, 1992). The rate at which the width increases as the basin fills for each along-fjord location is constrained by the measured sediment thickness and seafloor width. This enables the model to account for both spatial and temporal variations in the fjord width when calculating the modeled sediment flux.

The known sediment volume that accumulated during the two well defined time intervals (1980-1997 and 1998-2011) provides robust guidance for the modeled sediment-flux history, as it provides the first-order sediment-flux history (dashed lines in Figure 3.5a) on the basis of which the model can be optimized. Using the mean sediment flux for each of the two periods, described in section 3.3.2, together with a weighted width estimated from the known fjord geometry, the approximate rates of both proximal and distal sediment deposition are determined for each of the constrained periods.

To determine a detailed sediment-flux history that is broadly consistent with the observed internal seismic stratigraphy, sediment thickness distribution, total sediment volume, and retreat history of Columbia Glacier, the 30-year retreat is subdivided into ten discrete time intervals. For each interval, rates of sediment accumulation at the ice front are estimated such that the 30 years of accumulation, modified by diffusive gravitational reworking, approximates the observed sediment thickness. The sediment accumulation rate at the terminus for each time interval was estimated by applying a scaling factor to the mean sediment accumulation rate, which was calculated from the seismically determined sediment thickness. These scaling factors were chosen simply by trial-and-error such that the resulting sediment-flux history produces sediment
deposits generally consistent with the observed sediment thickness distributions in 1997 and 2011. Judicious choices of scaling factors and model parameters resulted in a set of sediment-flux histories bracketing the optimal history resulting from this non-unique inverse problem.

### 3.4.3 Model Results

The optimal model output was chosen as the sediment-flux history that produces 1) a sediment distribution pattern minimizing the RMS difference between the modeled bathymetry and the actual bathymetry measured in both 1997 and 2011; and 2) a basin with internal architecture generally consistent with the sediments imaged in the seismic profiles (Figures 3.4a, b). The resulting sediment-flux history accounts for the measured sediment volume deposited between the start of retreat in 1980 and 1997, when the interim bathymetry is known, and also for the total volume deposited until 2011 (Figure 3.5a). The modeled sixfold increase in the sediment flux, from \( \sim 3 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^3 \text{ yr}^{-1} \) to \( \sim 20 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^3 \text{ yr}^{-1} \), that started in 1997 is consistent with the sediment record inferred independently of the model; the bathymetric records indicate that 70-80% of the sediment volume in the outer basin accumulated after 1997 (Figure 3.3).

Sedimentation falloff distances most consistent with published *in situ* sediment-trap measurements (Cowan and Powell, 1991) are of the order of 100 and 10,000 m for \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \). The portion of the sediment flux associated with \( \delta_1 \) accounts for the rapid sediment deposition near the ice front (up to 10’s m yr\(^{-1}\)). In exploring the model parameter space, the sediment flux history is most sensitive to the accumulation rate at the ice front, \( S_{01} \) and \( S_{02} \), while the shape of the basin and the internal sedimentary stratigraphy depend most strongly on the sediment diffusivity. Varying the different parameters in Equation 3.11 produces a range of basin geometries and sediment-flux histories (e.g. Figures 3.6, 3.7); however, because the outputs are
all constrained to produce the mean fluxes obtained from the seismic and bathymetric data, all model outputs show the sediment flux increasing non-uniformly with time.

While the modeled sediment flux history reproduces the sediment thickness distribution and internal stratigraphy of the outer and inner basins, it does not account for sediments on the major sill, or the perched deposits on the 1980 moraine (Figure 3.5b). The sediments on the sill are not well imaged in the seismic profiles (Figure 3.2), however, and there are no sediment samples from the area. As both the sill and perched deposits are situated in high points along the basin, and the other sediment deposits fill depressions with minimal surface slope, these “perched” deposits are interpreted as likely composed of coarser-grained sediment that would be considerably less mobile than the finer sediments filling most of the basin. By introducing an additional, low sediment diffusivity, the model could account for these less mobile deposits, but it would require an additional model parameter that is not well constrained. Moreover, using a low diffusivity for the entire fjord would not optimize the basins that are well imaged, further suggesting that these “perched” deposits are more resistant to the processes modeled by diffusion. Thus, a single, high sediment diffusivity is retained, and the volume of sediment contained in the perched moraine deposits is included in the RMS calculations, but the volume of the sill deposit is not.

3.4.4 Error Estimates

Errors in the sediment volumes and calculated sediment fluxes arise from several sources. The chosen seismic velocity of 1500 m s\(^{-1}\) is likely too low for the more consolidated sediments at the base of the deposits. The difference between the generic sound speed in water 1500 m s\(^{-1}\), used above for both the water and sediments (chosen to best represent the speed in the shallow sediments), and 1550 m s\(^{-1}\), the velocity found to match the seismic properties of ~100-m-long
cores from the Antarctic Peninsula (Michalchuk et al., 2009; Milliken et al., 2009), is about 3%. Hence, by using the lower speed over the entire deposit, the sediment thickness, and thus the volume, are underestimated by a maximum of 3%. The error is most likely less, however, because the fjord narrows downward so the deeper parts of the sediment package account for a smaller percentage of the total volume. In addition, the volume of sediment calculated by the three methods of interpolating the seismic horizons representing the top and bottom of the sediment package varies by ~15%.

The seismic surveys did not cover the area closest to the ice (within approximately 1.5 km) of the west branch of Columbia Glacier because of icebergs blocking ship passage. Based on a measured annual retreat in 2011 of ~1.3 km (Figure 3.1c), the area not surveyed received sediment for ~1.15 years, and thus likely accumulated a sediment volume roughly equivalent to ~15% more than the total annual sediment volume accumulating close to the ice front. Using the modeled proximal sediment flux for 2011 (Figure 3.5a), the missing volume is estimated to be ~2.3 x 10^7 m^3, or ~7% of the total volume in Columbia Fjord. In seismic profiles from the inner basin, it is difficult to differentiate between coarse, poorly bedded material recently delivered by the glacier from consolidated older sediment at the base of the recent deposits; a ~3% uncertainty is therefore assigned to the sediment volume estimate in the inner basin.

Additional uncertainty in the sediment volume and fluxes results from assumptions regarding the source and sink of sediment in Columbia Fjord: that the fjord is a perfect sediment sink with all of the sediment delivered by the glacier being captured within the inner and outer basins, and that Columbia Glacier is by far the predominant source of sediments. An estimated ~10% increase in the volume is included to represent potential contributions from hillslopes and other secondary sources. This estimate is slightly lower than for similar studies (e.g., Koppes and
Hallet, 2006), however, the lack of evidence in the seismic profiles for material entering from the fjord sides together with the lack of significant rivers entering the fjord supports the lower value. The counteracting effect of these assumptions is stressed: sediment escaping the fjord would result in an underestimate of the glacier-supplied volume, while sediment entering from sources other than the glacier would result in an overestimate. Thus, a ± 35% uncertainty is applied in the sediment volume and flux calculations, and it is stressed that the results likely underestimate the total sediment delivered by Columbia Glacier during its retreat.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Implications for the Evolution of Fjord Sediment Basins

New bathymetric and seismic data, when interpreted in the context of mid-retreat (1997 & 2004) bathymetry measurements (Krimmel, 2001; Noll, 2005) and the 1987 boreholes through nearly 1000 m of glacier ice (Meier et al., 1994), constrain the depositional evolution of the sediments that accumulated during the 30-year retreat of Columbia Glacier. Because the boreholes were drilled when the glacier occupied the fjord valley, the subglacial debris found at the base of the ice in the drill holes validates the assumption that the sediments above the prominent reflector accumulated during the retreat. The outer-basin borehole revealed ~7 cm of sand and gravel under the glacier, while the inner-basin borehole was underlain by ~60 cm of fine-grained sediment (Humphrey et al., 1993). That only decimeters of subglacial sediments were found at the base of these boreholes supports the interpretation that the tens of meters of sediments in the basins described herein were deposited since the most recent glacier retreat. While sediments in fjord basins are often interpreted as proglacial and not remnant from a previous glacial cycle (e.g., Powell, 1991; Hallet et al., 1996; Koppes and Hallet, 2002; 2006),
studies in other Alaskan fjords show that glaciers can advance and retreat over unlihified sediments (e.g., Motyka et al., 2006; Cowan et al., 2010). Thus, the 1987 boreholes drilled through the former glacier give confidence about the interpretation of the former glacier bed in the seismic profiles and about constraining the sedimentary evolution of Columbia Fjord (Figure 3.3).

During Columbia Glacier’s 30-year rapid retreat, the sediment flux from the glacier averaged $1.1 \pm 0.4 \times 10^7$ m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$, which is similar to that for other temperate Alaskan glaciers (e.g., Hunter et al., 1996a; Hallet et al., 1996; Seramur et al., 1997; Cowan et al., 2010). At the broadest temporal scale, the constraints on the sediment flux provided by the terminus positions and the bathymetric measurements suggest that the glacier delivered approximately six times more sediment to the fjord during the 1998-2011 period than in 1980-1997. The flux increased after the glacier had retreated across the length of the outer basin (Figure 3.5a). Moreover, only ~1/4 of the outer basin deposit formed before the flux increase, as Columbia Glacier retreated across that basin (Figure 3.3). As discussed in section 3.5.3, the dramatic increase in flux is attributed to an increase in the sediment-transport capacity of the subglacial system. The filling of the outer basin long after the glacier had retreated across this area challenges the common assumption that sediment derived from a glacier only fills the most proximal basin (e.g., Cowan et al., 2010), and suggests that sediment is transported efficiently throughout the fjord, including over sills.

To determine whether the calculated sediment fluxes are physically reasonable, the overall water and sediment budgets of Columbia Glacier are compared. Modeled rates of ablation were 3.4 km$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ and 4.0 km$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ ice equivalent for 1982-1995 and 1996-2007, respectively (Rasmussen et al., 2011). If it is assumed that the source of water in the subglacial
system is ablation plus the annual rainfall spread over the glacier surface area, the mean annual sediment fluxes for the two time periods suggests that the average annual suspended-sediment concentrations of the subglacial meltwater were $\sim 1 \text{ g L}^{-1}$ for early retreat and $\sim 5 \text{ g L}^{-1}$ from the later period. These concentrations are well within the range measured in proglacial streams from land-terminating glaciers (Pearce et al., 2003; Riihimaki et al., 2005; Swift et al., 2005), and thus suggests there is plenty of water to carry the sediment load in subglacial rivers (Hunter et al., 1996a).

Previous modeling approaches, while successful in producing realistic glacial sediment fluxes, do not address the internal stratigraphy and basin geometry of fjord sediments (e.g., Koppes and Hallet, 2002; Mugford and Dowdeswell, 2011). To deliver sediment to the outer basin after 1997 and to produce the horizontal seabed, the processes represented by diffusion and the two exponential terms (Equation 3.9) play key roles in modeling the transport and distribution of sediment throughout the fjord. The majority of sediment delivered to temperate fjords enters via subglacial rivers (e.g., Hunter et al., 1996a), and the dominant sediment-transport process throughout the fjord depends strongly on the concentration of sediment in the subglacial meltwater. For suspended-sediment concentrations in excess of $\sim 30 \text{ g L}^{-1}$, the density of freshwater laden with sediment exceeds the density of the ambient fjord seawater measured in Columbia Fjord (Mulder and Syvitski, 1995; S. Gay, pers. comm.), and the resulting high-concentration gravity flows are capable of carrying sediment along the fjord seabed far from the source (e.g., Prior et al., 1987; Syvitski et al., 1987; Willems et al., 2011). For lower concentrations, fresh, subglacial meltwater becomes buoyant, forms plumes, and travels along the surface, while sediment progressively flocculates and settles to the seabed (e.g., Hill et al., 1998; Curran et al., 2004).
Modeling the sediment delivery from the glacier using a single exponential term can account for sediment deposition either close to or far from the ice. Two terms are useful, however, to represent both proximal (modeled using a short falloff distance, $\delta_1$), and distal deposition. The latter accounts for the volume of sediment delivered to the outer basin after 1997, and suggests that efficient transport mechanisms deliver glacial sediment many kilometers from the terminus. These mechanisms likely include sediment entrainment in buoyant meltwater plumes (e.g., Powell and Molnia, 1989; Syvitski, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a), or transport along the fjord seabed as gravity-driven flows (e.g., Prior et al., 1987; Syvitski et al., 1987; Mulder and Syvitski, 1995); the model does not distinguish between mechanisms but combines them.

In addition to primary deposition, the processes represented by diffusive redistribution of sediment are critical to form the low slope and approximately parallel layered internal stratigraphy of the observed Columbia Glacier sediment basins. Similar sediment patterns are observed in other temperate fjords (e.g., Koppes and Hallet, 2002; Cowan et al., 2010). These features cannot be accounted for without considerable diffusive redistribution, represented by high diffusivities ($\kappa$ values) (Figure 3.6). The processes represented by the diffusive model parameter include broadly the gravitational reworking of fjord sediments due to the combination of processes that include slumping on diverse scales, iceberg gouging, waves generated from calving icebergs, tidal currents, et cetera (Powell, 1981; Syvitski et al., 1987). Gravity flows, including hyperpycnal flows, are the major process associated with highly mobile sediment, a flat seabed, and approximately horizontal, parallel internal layering (e.g., Syvitski, 1989).
3.5.2 Implications for Glacial Erosion and the Subglacial Storage of Sediment

Temporal variations in the modeled sediment-flux history suggest two end-member interpretations (Figure 3.8). The erosion extreme is that all of the sediment delivered to the fjord is newly eroded bedrock. The sediment remobilization extreme is that all of the sediment delivered is being evacuated from subglacial basins or more widely distributed sediment under the glacier. For the erosion extreme, the basin-averaged erosion rate over the 30-year retreat is $5.1 \pm 1.8 \text{ mm yr}^{-1}$. Temporal variations in the erosion rate scale with the sediment flux and range from ~2-15 mm yr$^{-1}$. These rates are comparable with other nearby glaciated areas (Hallet et al., 1996), and the average is essentially identical to the regional Holocene average (Sheaf et al., 2003). They are, however, lower than those reported in Koppes and Hallet (2002, 2006), at least partly, because here the fjord sediment is converted to its rock equivalent using the dry bulk density measured in glacimarine sediments worldwide (~1300 kg m$^{-3}$), and not the wet bulk density (~1700-2000 kg m$^{-3}$) as used previously. The incorrect use of the wet bulk density in these and related publications resulted in a ~40% over estimate of erosion rates (e.g. Hallet et al., 1996).

The mean erosion rate of ~5 mm yr$^{-1}$ necessary to sustain the sediment flux during the entire period of retreat has interesting implications for the behavior and stability of Columbia Glacier during periods of advance. In their model of tidewater glacier advance, Nick et al. (2007) found that in order for Columbia Glacier to advance into water deeper than 250-300 m under favorable climate conditions, sediment production sufficient to build a morainal shoal was required. They determined that a sediment-production rate equivalent to basin-wide erosion of ~4 mm yr$^{-1}$ was necessary for Columbia Glacier to advance at a realistic rate of ~30 m yr$^{-1}$, consistent with the most recent advance reconstructed from buried trees. The close agreement
between the calculated effective erosion rate for Columbia Glacier during its 30-year retreat and the estimated erosion rate necessary for the glacier to advance over many hundreds of years suggests that the long-term erosion rate for this glacier is ~4-5 mm yr\(^{-1}\).

If the majority of sediment delivered to Columbia Fjord during the period of retreat were derived from subglacial basins, then the outer fjord basin, inner fjord basin, and the remaining subglacial basin would all have been major potential sources of sediment (Figure 3.9). For the outer basin, the close match between the depth of the glacier borehole in the outer basin (386 m.b.s.l.) and the interpreted sediment base (Figure 3.3), together with the thin (< 1m) subglacial sediment layer found at the base of the borehole, suggest that the outer basin did not supply significant stored sediment during the retreat (Humphrey et al., 1993; Meier et al., 1994). For the inner fjord basin, the up-glacier borehole was drilled to a depth of ~520 m, which is slightly deeper than the interpreted sediment base of 500 ± 10 m (Humphrey et al., 1993; Meier et al., 1994). If a ~10-m-thick layer of sediment were evacuated from this entire inner basin, which covers an area of ~2.5 km\(^2\), the equivalent volume would supply ~2 years of the mean annual sediment load. For the existing subglacial basin to provide the majority of the sediment flux, the average annual load would correspond to roughly a 2.5-m-thick sediment layer over the estimated 4 km\(^2\) basin area (McNabb et al., 2012). The potential contribution from the existing subglacial basin is difficult to quantify, as there are no existing estimates of the basal debris thickness. Recent observations from Taku Glacier, Alaska, however, highlight that soft sediment is evacuated so rapidly that it can lower the ice-sediment interface at rates exceeding 4 m yr\(^{-1}\) (Motyka et al., 2006). These observations, together with the presence of subglacial basins below Columbia Glacier, suggest the likelihood that sediment is stored and evacuated from subglacial basins beneath Columbia Glacier.
Sediment is likely to be stored subglacially due to the presence of deep subglacial basins. During periods of retreat, however, this sediment would be quickly evacuated when considering the centennial-to-millennial time scale of advances. The average sediment flux delivered by Columbia Glacier would result in the complete filling of the remaining subglacial basin in ~2 decades. Similar deep basins would quickly aggrade due to the influx of sediment from the subglacial hydraulic system. Because existing subglacial basins would fill with sediment in only a few decades, the long-term sediment flux must be supplied by sediment produced by new bedrock erosion. Indeed, the study by Nick et al., (2007) addressing the advance of Columbia Glacier, gives credibility to the calculated long-term erosion rate (~5 mm yr\(^{-1}\)) being effective over time scales of centuries or more throughout cycles of glacier advance and retreat.

3.5.3 Implications for the Relationship Between Sediment Flux and Glacier Behavior

I now examine the model-derived sediment flux-history and assess the potential for subglacial sediment storage using the extensive glaciological data for Columbia Glacier, including ice velocity, ice flux, glacier geometry, ice thickness and retreat history. A close relationship between the ice velocity (ice flux per cross sectional area) and the sediment flux for any glacier is generally expected due to the control of the glacier sliding speed on the rate of erosion by both quarrying and abrasion (Hallet, 1979; Iverson, 1991).

During the early period of retreat between 1980 and 1995, the retreat rate and ice flux both steadily increased, while the sediment flux remained at a relatively constant, low value until approximately 1997, coincident with the maximum ice flux (Figure 3.8). The sediment flux increased sixfold when the retreating terminus had exposed the entire outer basin and the sill separating it from the adjacent basin upglacier (Figures 3.3, 3.5a). As the terminus pulled away from the sill into deeper water, the retreat accelerated (Figure 3.8). A second abrupt increase in
sediment flux between 2007 and 2011 coincides with an increase in retreat rate and ice flux (Figure 3.8). Because the sediment flux remains quite low despite the large increase in ice flux before 1997, the sediment flux is clearly not directly reflecting the generation of sediment by bedrock erosion, as it would most likely accelerate with the sliding in the latter case.

I hypothesize that the distinct changes in sediment flux reflect an increase in the sediment transport by the subglacial fluvial system resulting in faster evacuation of water and sediment from under Columbia Glacier. To test this hypothesis, I assess the time-varying sediment flux from Columbia Glacier in light of the sediment transport capacity of the subglacial hydraulic system based on the evolving geometry of the glacier surface and bed. The flow of water under thick ice is driven by the hydraulic potential gradient, $\nabla \phi$, at the glacier bed (Rothlisberger, 1972; Shreve, 1972). The hydraulic potential depends on the ice surface elevation, $z_s$, the bed elevation, $z_b$, gravitational acceleration, $g$, and the densities of ice and water, $\rho_i$ and $\rho_w$, respectively, such that:

$$\nabla \Phi = \rho_i g \nabla z_s + (\rho_w - \rho_i) g \nabla z_b$$

(Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). When the slope of the glacier bed and the ice surface are comparable, the ice surface slope exerts the dominant control on subglacial water flow (Shreve, 1972). However, when a reverse slope of the glacier bed (dipping upglacier) exceeds that of the equipotential surfaces within the glacier, equivalent to a bed slope of ~11 times the ice surface slope, subglacial water and sediment transport vanish. In addition, there is a thermodynamic control on subglacial water flow. Because water traveling along the base of a glacier is at the pressure melting point, the decrease in pressure as the water travels uphill along a reverse sloping bed can cause the supercooled water to refreeze at the base of the glacier if the heat dissipated in the water flow is insufficient to warm the water to the pressure melting point as it ascends along
the bed (Rothlisberger, 1972). Refreezing is expected, if the bed ascends more steeply than 20-70% of the surface slope (Alley et al., 2003). When this condition is met, subglacial sediment transport and bedrock erosion are expected to vanish (Hooke, 1991; Alley et al., 2003).

Based on a series of ice-thickness profiles collected throughout the retreat (S. O’Neel, pers. comm.), and the known bed slope for the water-covered area from the seismic profiles and beneath the ice as calculated by McNabb et al. (2012), I calculate the hydraulic potential gradient and refreezing potential as a function of time over areas of reverse bed slopes to determine their probable effects on water and sediment transport in subglacial rivers during the retreat.

Steeply reverse-sloping beds occur at the down-glacier end of both the inner basin of the fjord and the only major subglacial basin remaining, just upglacier of the 2013 terminus (Figure 3.9 at downglacier distances of ~56 km and 48 km, respectively) (Rignot et al., 2013). From 1957 until sometime before 2001, the glacier surface slope over the distal portion of the subglacial basin was too shallow to permit stored sediment to escape in the subglacial fluvial system (near 48 km, Figure 3.10). In addition, the steep reverse slopes in both basins are sufficient to have caused basal water to refreeze throughout the retreat. Without evacuation, sediment transported in the subglacial system would rapidly accumulate in the subglacial basin until the sediment shoal was sufficient to decrease the bed slope and allow stored sediment to escape (Alley et al., 2003). For the major remaining subglacial basin with a length of 3500 m, a depth of ~60 m, and an approximate width of 500 m, based on estimates from McNabb et al. (2012), sediment accumulating at the mean annual rate of $1.1 \times 10^7$ m$^3$ over a period of ~15-20 years would sufficiently reduce the slope of the bed below the hydraulic threshold to permit the evacuation of the stored sediment.
Based on changes in both the ice-surface and glacier-bed slopes during the period of retreat, the dramatic increase in the sediment flux between 1997 and 2001 (Figure 3.8) is thus attributed to an increase in the sediment-transport capacity of the subglacial system. The sediment-transport capacity could increase by a decrease the reverse bed slope due to subglacial sediment accumulation, as well as a steepening the glacier surface slope, which occurs as the terminus approaches a given location (Figure 3.9), sufficient to evacuate stored sediment (Figure 3.10). The analysis suggests that both of these processes occur in the subglacial basin during the recent period of retreat.

The sediment-flux history, when analyzed in context of the existing glaciological observations, suggests the importance of the subglacial hydraulic potential and basal refreezing on the delivery of sediment to the fjord. Similarly, the subglacial hydraulic system appeared to control episodic discharges of sediment from the Bering Glacier, Alaska, during surges (Headley et al., 2013), and to limit the bedload of Matanuska Glacier, Alaska, ~50 km northwest of Columbia Glacier (Pearce et al., 2003). Because neither ice flux nor retreat rate simply controls the sediment flux of Columbia Glacier, as was expected based on the results of Koppes and Hallet (2002, 2006), the preserved sediment record in the fjord is not a simple archive of changes in climate, erosion rate, or glacier dynamics. Rather, changes in subglacial hydrology can dominate the sediment record on a short time scale (year to decades). The tendency for the ice-surface slope to steepen over a given area during terminus retreat can cause stored sediments to be rapidly flushed from a subglacial basin. This effect renders the interpretation of the glacimarine sediment record challenging especially for short time scales. In addition, subglacial hydraulics are arguably the least understood component of any glacier system (e.g., Cuffey and
Paterson, 2010). Despite these complications, refinement of the modeling approach developed here provides the potential for unraveling complex glacial histories.

3.6 Conclusions

In this study, the sediment accumulation created by Columbia Glacier during its 30-year retreat (1980-2011) was analyzed. Seismic profiles collected throughout the fjord indicate that a minimum of $3.2 \pm 1.1 \times 10^8$ m$^3$ of sediment accumulated in the newly created fjord since 1980 at an average rate of $3.0 \pm 1.0 \times 10^6$ and $19 \pm 7 \times 10^6$ m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ for 1980-1997 and 1998-2011, respectively. A numerical model of the glacier’s sediment-flux history was developed to help understand the seismically imaged sediment-thickness distribution and the internal architecture of the sediments in the major basins in the context of the known glacier retreat. In addition to being consistent with the total sediment volume and geometry of the fjord, the modeled sediment-flux history is constrained by borehole depths through the glacier in 1987 and bathymetric measurements in 1997 and 2011.

The modeled sediment-flux history produces a sediment distribution and architecture consistent with observations, and suggests that the flux increased sixfold between 1997 and 2000. Sediment must be transported many kilometers from the ice in order to form the outer basin deposits, and sediments must be highly mobile (as represented by a high sediment diffusivity in the model) to account for the horizontal bathymetry and approximately parallel internal stratigraphy. These results suggest that fjord sediments are likely transported and/or redistributed efficiently by sediment gravity-driven processes at the seabed.

A basin-averaged erosion rate of $5.1 \pm 1.8$ mm yr$^{-1}$ is necessary to sustain the observed mean sediment flux over the period of retreat. This effective erosion rate during the period of
retreat is surprisingly similar to the sediment-production rate necessary to enable Columbia Glacier to advance into its deep fjord on a time scale of centuries to millennia, as calculated by Nick et al. (2007). The similarity between the two completely independent estimates based on entirely different approaches and data representing different time spans suggests that they are producing a realistic value for the long-term erosion rate by Columbia Glacier.

In combination with temporal variations in sediment delivery calculated, the unique set of glaciological observations collected during the retreat of Columbia Glacier allows for the assessment of the role of subglacial sediment storage. By examining the modeled sediment-flux history in light of the concurrent ice flux, retreat rate, and glacier geometry, it was determined that the sediment flux is not simply controlled by ice dynamics, as commonly suggested for other glaciers. The analysis of the subglacial hydrologic system suggests that a steep reverse-sloping section of the bed under Columbia Glacier could impede and even stop the subglacial transport of water and sediment during much of the retreat. The dramatic increase in the sediment flux around ~1998 is attributed to an increase in the ability of the subglacial hydraulic system to transport stored sediment, due in part to the progressive steepening of the glacier surface during the retreat. The control of the glacier surface and bed geometries on the output of sediment, rather than ice dynamics, highlights the many factors that affect glacial sediment fluxes and that are ultimately reflected in the glacimarine stratigraphic record.
Figure 3.1. Columbia Glacier Retreat
(a) Inset shows the location of Columbia Fjord in northeast Prince William Sound, AK. Bathymetry of Columbia Fjord, collected by NOAA (Noll, 2005) and this study, is shown in graded blue. Columbia Glacier terminus positions are indicated by the white dotted line. The southernmost line represents the stable terminus position of Columbia Glacier, measured in 1954, and subsequent lines show annual terminus positions during the retreat from 1980 to 2011. (b) Retreat position of Columbia Glacier. The black line shows inter-annual variability, and the red line is the smoothed position used to calculate the retreat rate, shown in (c).
Figure 3.2. Location of Samples in Columbia Fjord
Black dotted lines indicate the locations of seismic profiles, and the red dotted line between A and A’ highlights the seismic line shown in Figure 3.3. Yellow squares represent the locations of boreholes drilled through the glacier before its retreat in 1987 (Meier et al., 1994). Gray circles show sediment core locations.
Figure 3.3. Along-Fjord Seismic Line
Seismic line from the sill separating the basins (A) to the moraine (A’) (see Figure 3.2 for location). White vertical lines show the terminus position in the year indicated. The black line represents the position and depth of the outer borehole drilled in 1987 (location in Figure 3.2; Meier et al., 1994). The green line indicates the chosen base of the post-retreat sediment deposit in the fjord, and the purple line delineates the sediment-water interface. The blue line is the interpreted seabed depth in 1997 based on bathymetric measurements.
Figure 3.4. Modeled Sediment Basins
Model output of the sediment package created during the retreat of Columbia Glacier. In both (a) and (b), gray shaded area is material underlying the sediment basin, the thick black line represents the interpreted base of the sediment package, and the blue line is the measured fjord depth. The basal surface is interpolated from crossing seismic lines between 5 and 8 km. Glacier retreat is from right to left, and the stars mark annual terminus positions from 1980 to 2010, with specific years shown. The “outer basin” is referred to as the area between the moraine (18 km) and the sill (8 km), and the “inner basin” is the area from the modern glacier terminus (0 km) to the sill. In (a), the fine black line represents the interpreted seabed in 1997 (shown in Figure 3.3), the pink line represents the modeled seabed elevation in 1997, and the red line represents the modeled modern seabed elevation. In (b), colored lines represent modeled seabed elevation in years shown in the legend. The thick red line is the final modeled seabed in 2010, same as shown in a). Lines above the thick red line (e.g., around 8 km) are areas where the sediment was redistributed.
Figure 3.5. Modeled Sediment-Flux History and Distribution

(a) Sediment flux history. Green and teal dashed lines show the average flux for 1980-1997 and 1998-2010 estimated from the calculated seismic volumes. The thick black line shows the total modeled sediment flux through time, and the blue and red lines indicate the component attributed to proximal and distal accumulation (Equation 3.5), respectively. (b) Sediment thickness distribution, where the black line is the actual thickness measured from seismic profiles, and the red line is the final modeled sediment thickness distribution. The deposits on the sill (~8 km), and on the moraine (16-18 km) are not represented by the model; see section 3.4.3 for explanation.
Figure 3.6. Model Sensitivity Tests
The relationship between the RMS error (measured as the distance between the modeled bathymetry and the actual bathymetry) and the diffusivity constant, $\kappa$. Colors indicate the value of the long decay distance, $\delta_2$, where $\delta_1$ is always 100 m. A diffusivity constant of $\kappa = 1 \times 10^6$ m$^2$ y$^{-1}$ was chosen, as it minimizes the RMS between the model and the actual fjord bathymetry.
Figure 3.7. Variations in the Model Output
Sediment flux history showing the model sensitivity to the chosen exponential decay distances, $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$. The parenthetical values in the legend indicate the $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ distances (in m) to produce the corresponding sediment flux history. $\kappa$ is held constant at a value of $1 \times 10^6$ m$^2$ y$^{-1}$. 
Figure 3.8. Sediment-Flux History Compared to Columbia Glacier Behavior
Temporal variations in the modeled sediment flux (black), the retreat rate (red), and the interpolated ice flux (blue) (from O’Neel et al., 2013). The ice flux is used as a proxy for ice speed, assuming a constant cross-sectional area.
Figure 3.9. Columbia Glacier Surface Profiles
Along-glacier profiles for specific periods during the retreat (from O’Neel et al., 2013). The solid black line represents the calculated glacier topography from McNabb et al. (2011), and the dashed black line is the base of the sediment package from the seismic profiles collected in this study. Differences in the black lines are due to sedimentation between ~55 and 67 km, and lateral variations in the basal depth around ~50 km. Note the steep reverse-sloping beds at ~48 km and ~55 km.
Figure 3.10. Columbia Glacier Ice-Surface Slope Evolution
Temporal trends of the ice surface slope at three locations near the 2010 terminus (see Figure 3.9 for locations). The “km 48” trend is over the portion of the subglacial basin with a steep reverse slope, which acts as a threshold for sediment evacuation from this basin. The surface slopes are calculated over an along-glacier distance of 1-2 km depending on the available data. The horizontal black line represents the hydraulic threshold, below which the glacier bed is too steep for water and sediment to be evacuated. The line corresponds to the negative of the reverse slope of the subglacial basin lip divided by 11 (see Section 3.5.3). The gray box represents 50 % uncertainty on the threshold.
Chapter 4: Fjord sediment dynamics during the rapid retreat of tidewater glaciers: case studies from Alaska and Patagonia

4.1 Introduction

Marine-ending glaciers and ice sheets around the world are thinning and retreating at dramatic rates, due in part to the presence of warm ocean water along the submerged icefronts (Holland et al., 2008; Jacobs et al., 2011; Joughin et al., 2012), and this mass loss is contributing directly to sea-level rise (Rignot et al., 2011; Shepherd et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013). The stability of marine-ending glaciers and ice sheets depends strongly on the geometry and characteristics of the glacier bed (e.g., Schoof, 2007); retreat from a relatively shallow sill into a deep subglacial basin causes a positive feedback for ice loss and the potential collapse of ice sheets (e.g., Joughin et al., 2014). While future sea-level-rise predictions depend on understanding the complex behavior along the ice-ocean interface (Straneo et al., 2013), the paucity of observations along this challenging margin limits the accuracy of current sea-level projections (Lemke et al., 2007). The water depth at the terminus controls the rate of mass loss by calving and submarine melting, and the dynamics of tidewater glaciers depend sensitively on the sediment shoals they produce (Meier and Post, 1987; Alley, 1991; Powell, 1991; Nick et al., 2007). Because the depth can change quickly where proglacial sediments accumulate rapidly, the accumulation of sediments near the termini of tidewater glacier merit close attention. In addition, examining the linkage between glacier behavior and ice-proximal sediment deposits illuminates the fidelity with which glacial deposits record changing glacial climatic conditions, and helps improve interpretations from glacimarine sedimentary archives (Cowan et al., 1997; Anderson et al., 2002; Andresen et al., 2011).
Modern fjords of marine-ending (or tidewater) glaciers provide ideal natural laboratories for process-based studies of the sediment deposits generated by these fast retreating glaciers. In temperate glaciers, meltwater transports the bulk of glacially derived sediment to fjords, where the sediment tends to accumulate (Powell and Molnia, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a; Cowan et al., 2010). The rapid erosion and large discharge of sediment-rich meltwater characteristic of temperate tidewater glaciers results in extremely high sediment fluxes and accumulation rates (Hallet et al., 1996; Koppes and Montgomery, 2009), which reach tens of meters per year near the glacier (e.g. Molnia, 1979; Cowan and Powell, 1991). The large volume of sediment accumulating in fjords results in seabed signatures that preserve a high-resolution history of glacier behavior and sediment delivery on time scales of days to decades (e.g., Cowan et al., 2010; Koppes et al., 2010; Willems et al., 2011; Boldt et al., 2013). For glaciers where the retreat history is known and the proglacial sediment package has been defined, the sediment-flux history can be reconstructed to shed light on the glacial characteristics that impact the sediment record preserved in proglacial fjords (e.g., Koppes and Hallet 2002; 2006; Koppes et al., 2010).

Sediments from temperate glaciers typically comprise interlaminated sands, muds, and ice-rafted debris, reflecting the formative sediment-transport processes over a range of timescales (tidal, diurnal, seasonal, calving frequency) (Mackiewicz et al., 1984; Cowan et al., 1999; 1997; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a; 1999b; Willems et al., 2011). If the sediment-laden meltwater exiting the glacier is denser than ambient seawater (equivalent to a suspended-sediment concentration greater than ~30-40 g L⁻¹), when the meltwater enters the fjord it will move seaward as a hyperpycnal gravity flow (Mulder et al., 2003). Otherwise, the meltwater rises buoyantly as a turbulent plume that mixes with ambient seawater, and entrained sediment settles from suspension (Syvitski, 1989; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a; Curran et al.,
Based on continuous seismic reflectors and the geometry of fjord sediment deposits, gravity flows are commonly suggested as one of the primary ways in which sediment is transferred through fjords (e.g., Syvitski et al., 1987; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Powell, 1991; Cowan et al., 2010), but there are few in situ observations to document these flows (Prior et al., 1987; Bornhold et al., 1994). Moreover, a better understanding of proglacial sediment-transport processes has the potential to elucidate the timing and vigor of the subglacial hydrologic system, which remains among the most poorly understood aspects of glaciology (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).

This research compares observations and modeling results that shed light on the sediment output of two temperate tidewater glaciers that have experienced dramatic retreat in the past few decades. I focus on quantifying sediment-accumulation rates and defining temporal changes in sediment delivery. I previously developed a model relating the known glacial retreat history to the observed distribution and internal stratigraphy of fjord sediments for Columbia Glacier, AK, a tidewater glacier with a rich observational history (see Chapter 3). Here, the same model is applied to develop the sediment-flux history from Jorge Montt Glacier, one of the most rapidly retreating and thinning glaciers draining the relatively poorly studied Patagonian Ice Sheets of South America (Rignot et al., 2003; Rivera et al., 2012b; Willis et al., 2012). The complementary seismic, sediment-core, and retreat-history datasets for both glaciers enable the detailed examination of: 1) overall rates of sediment delivery and corresponding erosion; 2) temporal variations in the sediment flux during rapid retreat, and the associated glaciological conditions; and 3) the sediment-transport mechanisms likely responsible for the basin geometry and stratigraphy. Based on the comparison, I am also able to determine whether the sediment-glacier-fjord system at Columbia Glacier is representative of similar systems in different settings,
and whether the model developed for Columbia Glacier sedimentation can be applied more generally. After descriptions of study sites and methods, observations and model results are presented and compared with the general goal to understand fjord sediment dynamics and the formation of fjord sediment deposits.

4.2 Study Sites

4.2.1 Columbia Glacier and Fjord

Columbia Glacier is a temperate tidewater glacier in south-central Alaska (61.1°N, 147.1°W) that covers an area of ~1000 km² (extending from 0 to 3050 m above sea level; masl) (Figure 4.1a). The closest US National Weather Service Office in Valdez, AK, at sea level and ~35 km east of the glacier, receives ~2 m of precipitation annually. In the early 1980s, after a period of stability more than a century long, the glacier entered a phase of rapid retreat and a permanent loss of contact with the stabilizing moraine shoal (Pfeffer, 2007). The retreat accelerated until the mid 1990’s, slowed for two periods between 1994-1997 and 2000-2006 (Meier and Post, 1987; Pfeffer et al., 2000; O’Neel et al., 2005), and accelerated again after 2006. Since 1957, the glacier has lost half of its volume and thickness (McNabb et al., 2012). The terminus has retreated 23 km at an average rate of ~0.7 km yr⁻¹, exposing a deep fjord. The retreat of Columbia Glacier has been documented in detail through aerial photography (Krimmel, 2001), daily time-lapse photography (O’Neel et al., 2005), and a reconstructed history of mass loss (Rasmussen et al., 2011). In addition, two boreholes drilled through the former glacier (Meier et al., 1994; Humphrey et al., 1993), multiple bathymetric measurements (Krimmel, 2001; Noll, 2005), and the recent numerical reconstruction of glacier bed topography (McNabb et al., 2012) enable the close study of the fjord sediment basin evolution during the retreat.
4.2.2 Jorge Montt Glacier and Fjord

Jorge Montt (48.3°S, 73.5°W) is one of many large tidewater glaciers draining the Southern Patagonian Icefield of South America (Figure 1b). The glacier covers ~500 km² and extends from sea level to 1600 masl. A meteorological station deployed ~9 km from the glacier terminus between March 2011 to November 2013 recorded a mean daily precipitation of 6.5 mm, or ~2.5 m yr⁻¹. The glacier has been mapped by aerial photos and satellite images since 1945, and using time-lapse photography since 2010 (Rivera et al., 2012a and 2012b). Throughout the past century Jorge Montt Glacier has retreated 19.5 km, among the greatest retreat of any Patagonian glacier, and now terminates into the deep fjord previously occupied by the glacier (Rignot et al., 2003; Rivera et al., 2012b). During the retreat near the terminus, the glacier thinned ~18 m yr⁻¹ (Rignot et al., 2003), and accelerated since 1983 from ~0.7 m d⁻¹ (Enomoto and Abe, 1983) to 13.4 m d⁻¹ in 2011 (Rivera et al., 2012a). Its total volume decreased 1.8 km³ yr⁻¹ (Willis et al., 2012). In 2011, the calving flux of Jorge Montt was 2.4 km³ yr⁻¹, the highest recorded for a Patagonian glacier (Rivera et al., 2012a).

4.3 Observational Methods and Analyses

4.3.1 Field Methods

The data presented herein were collected during three primary field campaigns: in September 2011 in Columbia Fjord, and in February 2010 and March 2013 in Jorge Montt Fjord. During unusually iceberg-free conditions in Columbia Fjord, six ~2-m-long kasten cores were collected in a longitudinal transect (Figure 4.2a). Seismic-reflection profiles were also collected using a 750-Hz bubble pulser system, and bathymetric measurements throughout the fjord (Figure 4.2a). During the initial field campaign in Jorge Montt Fjord, the first data in the fjord
were collected: seismic profiles with the same bubble pulser system, bathymetric measurements and CTD profiles. On a subsequent trip to Jorge Montt Fjord in 2013, 7 kasten cores were collected in a transect from the glacier terminus to a shoal interpreted as the Little Ice Age moraine (Figure 4.2b). CTD profiles in Jorge Montt Fjord were collected during these and other field campaigns between Feb 2010 and Mar 2013 (Moffat et al., in prep).

The ~2-m-long cores from both fjords were photographed, described, and subsampled onboard. A 2-cm-thick slab along the entire core length was sampled with 30-cm-long plexiglass trays for x-radiography, and the remainder of each core was sectioned in 2-cm increments along the length of the core and stored in bags.

From both the seismic images and depth soundings, submarine morainal shoals are identified at the entrance to both fjords. For Columbia Fjord, the shoal corresponds to the advanced position of the glacier until 1980 (Figure 4.1a), and for Jorge Montt Fjord, the shoal corresponds to the position of the stable terminus from 1945-1990 (Figure 4.1b). These shoals are referred to as the “1980 moraine” and the “1990 moraine”, respectively. Two basins containing sediments are identified between the glacier and the 1980 moraine in Columbia Fjord; they are referred to herein as the “outer basin” and “inner basin” (Figure 4.2a). Jorge Montt Fjord contains one basin between the modern terminus and the 1990 moraine, referred to as the “main basin,” and an additional basin exists between this moraine and the interpreted Little Ice Age moraine that I refer to as the “shallow basin” (Figure 4.2b).

4.3.2 Laboratory Analyses

Water-column suspended-sediment concentrations in Jorge Montt Fjord were determined with bottle samples and measurements from an optical backscatter sensor connected to the CTD. The bottle samples were filtered through a 0.45-μm mixed-cellulose-ester membrane. The
backscatter sensor was calibrated by comparing sediment concentrations to the voltage reading in co-located samples; concentration increases linearly with voltage (n=16, r²=0.90).

Sediment cores were examined for detailed sedimentary structures using a portable x-ray and digital imaging system. The x-ray negatives display core sections with a relatively high bulk density (i.e., sand) in light gray, and with a lower bulk density (i.e., silt and clay) in darker gray. A portion of the bagged core samples was wet sieved at 63 µm to separate sand and mud fractions, and the detailed particle-size distribution for the mud fraction was determined using a Sedigraph 5100 (Coakley and Syvitski, 1991).

To determine rates of sediment accretion, the samples were analyzed for the activity of naturally occurring radioisotopes $^{234}$Th (half life 24.1 days) and $^{210}$Pb (half life 22.3 years). The activity of $^{234}$Th in the sediment samples was counted using a low-energy germanium detector and integrating the area of the 92.4 keV peak. $^{210}$Pb activities were determined by adding a known quantity of $^{209}$Po to each sample to use as yield determinant. The relative activities of this $^{209}$Po and naturally occurring $^{210}$Po, which is in secular equilibrium with $^{210}$Pb, were counted using alpha spectroscopy. For a detailed description of the $^{210}$Pb analysis procedure, see Nittrouer et al. (1979). The down-core decrease of each radioisotope was used to calculate the rate of seabed accretion on a time scale of 4-5 half lives.

The seismic-reflection profiles were bandpass filtered (260-750 Hz), deconvolved, migrated using an f-k algorithm, and then depth converted (Yilmaz, 2001). The data were single channel; hence no seismic velocity information is directly available from the data. For the migration and depth conversion, therefore, a simple estimate of seismic velocity, 1500 m s⁻¹, was used for the water column and upper glacimarine sediments, increasing to 1800 m s⁻¹ at a travel time of 1 s. The slower velocity represents an approximate speed of sound through brackish
(~30 psu), cold (~6°C) water, as measured in Columbia Fjord and Jorge Montt Fjord, as well as through the upper, unconsolidated glacimarine sediments collected in the sediment cores. The increased velocity accounts for compaction in the lower sediments. Processed seismic profiles were analyzed using the open-source seismic interpretation software OpendTect 4.4.0.

4.4 Observational Results and Interpretations

4.4.1 Water Column Properties

Water-column hydrograph profiles collected during summer conditions in the inner portion of Jorge Montt Fjord showed a 10-m-thick freshwater layer at surface (~2 psu), underlain by 30 psu water ~6-8°C. There was very little suspended sediment in the freshwater layer. During the summer, the suspended-sediment concentration increased in the 50 m below the surface layer to a maximum of ~40 mg L⁻¹ (Figure 4.3). The sediment concentration ranged from 10 to 50 mg L⁻¹ throughout water below the surface layer, and concentrations commonly peaked near the seabed. Significantly less sediment was in suspension in the shallow basin, beyond the 1990 moraine. During austral-winter conditions, the few water-column profiles collected from the main fjord basin showed low suspended-sediment concentrations, and no visible surface freshwater layer (Figure 4.3). Negligible suspended sediment was detected in casts from beyond the 1990 moraine during austral winter conditions.
4.4.2 Sediment Core Properties

Table 4.1. Summary of Cores from Columbia and Jorge Montt Fjords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Water depth (m)</th>
<th>Core length (m)</th>
<th>$^{234}\text{Th}$ deposition rate (cm d$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Distance from ice front (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Columbia Fjord</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 1</td>
<td>61.139 °N</td>
<td>147.048 °W</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>N/M$^a$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 2</td>
<td>61.065 °N</td>
<td>147.050 °W</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 3</td>
<td>61.139 °N</td>
<td>147.049 °W</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>N/M$^a$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 4</td>
<td>61.118 °N</td>
<td>147.078 °W</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>N/D$^b$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 5</td>
<td>61.103 °N</td>
<td>147.075 °W</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 6</td>
<td>61.029 °N</td>
<td>147.054 °W</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jorge Montt Fjord</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 1</td>
<td>48.228 °S</td>
<td>73.502 °W</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>N/D$^b$</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 2</td>
<td>48.255 °S</td>
<td>73.436 °W</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 3</td>
<td>48.301 °S</td>
<td>73.456 °W</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>N/M$^a$</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 4</td>
<td>48.287 °S</td>
<td>73.452 °W</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 5</td>
<td>48.300 °S</td>
<td>73.456 °W</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 6</td>
<td>48.270 °S</td>
<td>73.442 °W</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM 7</td>
<td>48.203 °S</td>
<td>73.502 °W</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>N/D$^b$</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$N/M: Activity of $^{234}$Th was not measured.

$^b$N/D: A deposition rate could not be determined from the $^{234}$Th activity profile (see Figure 4.6).

In Columbia Fjord, the two ice-proximal cores (cores 1 and 3) were collected ~1.2 km from the ice front and were the shortest (26 and 50 cm, respectively) due to difficulty in penetrating the coarse sediment near the ice front. In these cores, the sediment is 50-80% sand, 10-30% silt, and ~10-15% clay by weight (Figure 4.4). The two cores from the center of the inner basin (cores 4 and 5, 3.0 and 5.0 km from the ice front, respectively) are ~1% sand, ~34% silt and ~65% clay, by weight (Figure 4.4). Cores 2 and 6, from the outer basin, 9.2 and 13.3 km away from the ice, are more cohesive than the inner basin cores and have similar grain-size distributions (~35% silt, 65% clay).

X-radiographs were obtained for the three most ice-distal cores (5, 2, and 6). Samples were not collected for x-ray analysis from core 4 due to the high water content (~70% porosity). The x-radiographs reveal laminated sediment (mm to cm scale), with discrete coarse-grained
intervals likely from ice rafted debris (Figure 4.5). The x-radiograph from inner-basin core 5 also reveals several upward-fining units, ~5 cm thick, with a distinct relatively coarse base above an apparent erosional surface (e.g., 150 cm depth in CGF core 5; Figure 4.5).

In Jorge Montt Fjord, cores 5, 3, 4, 6, and 2 were collected in the main basin, respectively 2.8, 3.1, 4.6, 6.7, and 8.3 km from the terminus. Cores 1 and 7 were collected ~14 and 16 km from the terminus, within the shallow basin beyond the 1990 moraine (Figure 4.2b). All seven cores contain fine-grained, light gray glacimarine sediment with porosities of ~60% to a depth of 1 m. In core 5, closest to the ice, 0-14% of the sediment mass is composed of sand in discrete intervals, and the fine-grained fraction (<63 µm) is composed of approximately equal amounts by weight of silt and clay (Figure 4.4). The core farthest from the ice front within the main basin, core 2, contains almost no coarse grains (> 63 µm), ~33% silt, and ~66% clay, by weight (Figure 4.4). X-radiographs from all seven cores show laminations (scale of mm to cm) in the cores from both the main and shallow basins, with little evidence of coarse layers, ice-rafted debris, or bioturbation (Figure 4.5).

### 4.4.3 Sediment Accumulation Rates

A common technique for determining seasonal to decadal sediment-accumulation rates, and for interpreting sediment-transport mechanisms, is to measure the down-core decrease in activity of naturally occurring radioisotopes in the fjord sediments (Turekian and Cochran, 1978). Dissolved $^{234}$Th and $^{210}$Pb in seawater adsorbs to fine-grained particles suspended in the water, and once deposited, the adsorbed isotopes record sediment accumulation rates in the seabed over a few months ($^{234}$Th) and many decades ($^{210}$Pb) (Nittrouer et al., 1979; Aller et al., 1980; McKee et al., 1983; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Sparse measurements of scavenging time for $^{234}$Th and $^{210}$Pb in nearshore coastal environments suggest that glacimarine particles
settle sufficiently slowly to scavenge dissolved $^{234}$Th (Aller and Cochran, 1976; McKee et al., 1986), but too quickly to adsorb significant $^{210}$Pb (Jaeger and Nittouer, 1999). Profiles of $^{210}$Pb and $^{234}$Th activities in cores from both fjords therefore provide a direct comparison of sediment accumulation rates between study sites.

From Columbia Fjord, activities of $^{234}$Th and $^{210}$Pb were measured within the four fine-grained, ~1.7-m-long cores farthest from the ice. Excess $^{234}$Th is measured in the surface sediments of the three distal cores. The excess $^{234}$Th decays within the upper ~40 cm in each core (Figure 4.6b). In core 4, located in the inner basin, no excess thorium was detected within the upper 100 cm. In the other cores, the excess $^{234}$Th indicates deposition of ~40 cm in both the inner and outer basins within the preceding ~100 days (i.e., ~4 half lives; since June 2011). Profiles of total $^{210}$Pb from the four long cores all show a uniform activity of 1.1 ± 0.2 dpm g$^{-1}$ to the maximum depth analyzed (80-100 cm; Figure 4.6a).

From Jorge Montt Fjord, the four cores analyzed from the main basin also contained excess $^{234}$Th in the surface sediment (Figure 4.6d). In cores 5, 6, and 2, excess $^{234}$Th extends to ~20 cm, and in core 4 the excess $^{234}$Th extends to ~30 cm. The two cores collected beyond the 1990 moraine (in the shallow basin) contained no excess $^{234}$Th within the upper 60 cm. Total $^{210}$Pb activities from the inner basin cores are all 1.0 ± 0.2 dpm g$^{-1}$, and the activity is approximately uniform to the maximum depth analyzed (100-150 cm; Figure 4.6c). The two cores in the shallow basin (cores 1 and 7) contain $^{210}$Pb activities of 1.6 dpm g$^{-1}$ that decrease to ~1 dpm g$^{-1}$ in the upper 20 cm (Figures 4.2a, 4.6c).

Sediment deposition rates were determined by dividing the maximum depth of excess $^{234}$Th in Columbia Fjord cores 5, 6 and 2, and Jorge Montt Fjord cores 5, 4, 6 and 2 (Figure 4.6b, d) by the 100-day-limit of the isotope. The $^{234}$Th profiles from both Columbia Fjord and Jorge
Montt Fjord suggest deposition rates averaging ~0.4 and ~0.2-0.3 cm d\(^{-1}\), respectively, at locations ~3-10 km from the termini during the preceding melt period of ~6 months.

Profiles of \(^{210}\)Pb from cores collected in Jorge Montt Fjord and Columbia Fjord all show an approximately uniform activity of 1 dpm g\(^{-1}\) to core depths of ~100 cm (Figure 4 6a, c), which is consistent with rapid deposition. These profiles suggest a minimum accumulation rate of ~5 cm yr\(^{-1}\), as the meter-long cores must have formed well within the 22.3-year half life. The low, uniform activity closely resembles profiles of \(^{210}\)Pb from other temperate glacial fjords (e.g., Cowan et al., 1997; Jaeger et al., 1998; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a; Boldt et al., 2013). The deposition rates suggested from the \(^{234}\)Th profiles together with the 22.3-year half life of \(^{210}\)Pb are consistent with a constant \(^{210}\)Pb activity over 100 cm. Even for the lowest calculated deposition rate of 2 cm d\(^{-1}\) over a period of six months, a 1-m-long core represents just over two years of accumulation, during which time \(^{210}\)Pb decays negligibly.

The low \(^{210}\)Pb activities measured in the cores suggest either the sediment did not settle through the water column and therefore did not adsorb appreciable \(^{210}\)Pb (e.g., Mullenbach and Nittrouer, 2000), or that the sediment settled too quickly to adsorb much excess \(^{210}\)Pb in the water column (e.g., Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). In situ measurements of the particle settling velocity near tidewater glacier termini indicate that flocculated particles settle to the seabed at rates of ~0.001 m s\(^{-1}\) (Hill et al., 1998; Curran et al., 2004), or roughly 2-4 days in Columbia and Jorge Montt Fjords. Sparse measurements of scavenging time for \(^{234}\)Th and \(^{210}\)Pb in nearshore coastal environments suggest that glacimarine particles settle sufficiently slowly to scavenge dissolved \(^{234}\)Th (Aller and Cochran, 1976; McKee et al., 1986), but too quickly to adsorb significant \(^{210}\)Pb (Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). Because accumulation rates cannot be interpreted
from the $^{210}$Pb profiles, I rely on the clear, short-term deposition rates suggested by the $^{234}$Th profiles.

### 4.4.4 Sediment Volume Calculations

In the seismic profiles in both fjords, reflections corresponding to the top and bottom of the sediment package deposited after glacier retreat were identified (Figure 4.7a, b). At the seabed-water interface, there was a distinct reflection in each profile separating the transparent water column above from a seismic facies characterized by high amplitude, continuous, and parallel reflections below. Independent bathymetric measurements confirmed the depth of the chosen water-bottom reflector. The surface separating the underlying bedrock or consolidated sediment from the recently deposited sediment was chosen by identifying onlapping reflectors and a distinct change to a slightly higher amplitude and discontinuous seismic facies, which are associated with the underlying strata. Because of the 3-D variations in fjord geometry, the 2-D seismic profiles often showed overlapping reflections at the sides of the fjord due to sideswipe; I consistently picked the reflector that did not overlap the side of the fjord when this occurred.

The seismic profiles collected throughout Columbia Fjord reveal two sediment basins separated by a sill and surrounded by relatively steep fjord walls. The mean depths to the top of the outer and inner sediment basins are $\sim 320$ m and $425$ m, respectively (Figure 4.2a). A nearly horizontal seabed and parallel, continuous internal reflectors characterize the sediment basins in Columbia Fjord (shown in detail in Chapter 3).

In Jorge Montt Fjord, seismic profiles and bathymetry define a single sediment basin in the center of Jorge Montt Fjord and steep valley walls on both sides. The $365$-m-depth to the top of the sediments is relatively uniform along the central $3.5$ km of the $10$-km-long basin; it decreases to $\sim 300$ m north and south over a distance of $\sim 1.5$ to $2$ km, suggesting an average
surface slope along the top of the sediment basin of ~3-4%. The seismic profiles reveal discontinuous, low amplitude seismic facies overlain by continuous, high-amplitude parallel reflectors within the basin sediments (Figure 4.7). While a second sediment basin exists between the 1990 and Little Ice Age morainal shoals, the analysis presented herein focuses on the sediment basin formed during the recent retreat.

Sediment volumes were determined for both fjords by interpolating the seafloor and basal surfaces throughout the sediment basins, from the most recent pre-retreat position at the moraine to the modern ice front. Mean annual sediment fluxes were calculated by dividing the total volume by the retreat period. I apply a 25% uncertainty to the calculated sediment volumes to account for the interpolation of the basin edges between the seismic profiles and for potentially inaccurate depth conversion because of the lack of velocity information from the single-channel seismic profiles. Basin features, total sediment volumes, and the corresponding mean annual sediment fluxes are presented in Table 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Columbia Fjord</th>
<th>Jorge Montt Fjord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glaciated basin size</td>
<td>1000 km²</td>
<td>500 km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset of rapid retreat</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment basin size</td>
<td>8 km x 1.2 km⁰</td>
<td>10 km x 0.4 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 km x 0.6 km⁰</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual precipitation at sea level</td>
<td>~2 m</td>
<td>~2.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total post-retreat sediment volume</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.8 x 10⁸ m³</td>
<td>8.0 ± 2.0 x 10⁷ m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual sediment flux</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.3 x 10⁷ m³ yr⁻¹</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.0 x 10⁶ m³ yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciated-basin-averaged erosion rate</td>
<td>5.3 ± 1.3 mm yr⁻¹</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.0 mm yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁰ outer and inner basins, respectively (Figure 4.2a)

4.4.5 Glaciated-Basin-Averaged Erosion Rates

To compare the sediment fluxes from the glaciers entering the two fjords, the sediment flux, \( Q_{sed} \), is normalized to the respective glaciated-basin areas, \( A \). I account for the different
densities of the bedrock, $\rho_{\text{rock}}$, which is assumed to be 2700 kg m$^{-3}$ (a typical density for the sedimentary rocks around Columbia Glacier and for granite around Jorge Montt Glacier), and of glacimarine sediment, $\rho_{\text{sed}}$, for which a representative value of the dry bulk density for glacimarine sediment of 1300 kg m$^{-3}$ is used. The equivalent bedrock flux, $Q_{\text{rock}}$, is then determined by:

$$Q_{\text{rock}} = \frac{\rho_{\text{sed}} Q_{\text{sed}}}{\rho_{\text{rock}}}$$

(4.1).

This normalization provides a glaciated-basin-averaged erosion rate, or the rate of sediment production per area of glaciated basin necessary to sustain the measured sediment flux during the study period, such that,

$$E = \frac{Q_{\text{rock}}}{A}$$

(4.2).

Columbia and Jorge Montt Glaciers have been producing sediment at an estimated average rate of $5.3 \pm 1.3$ mm yr$^{-1}$ and $4.0 \pm 1.0$ mm yr$^{-1}$, respectively. Despite probable differences in the underlying geographic, geologic, and tectonic settings, the glaciated-basin-averaged erosion rates for the two glaciers were approximately the same during the recent decades of rapid retreat.

4.5 Modeled Sediment-Flux Histories

In order to determine the temporal variation in sediment output from the glaciers and to study the evolution of the post-retreat sediment package in each fjord, I developed a numerical model to relate the fjord sediment distribution and seismic stratigraphy in the context of the known glacier retreat history. I first applied the model to Columbia Glacier, a system for which extensive glaciological measurements exist during the period of retreat (e.g., Meier and Post, 1987; Meier et al., 1994; Pfeffer et al., 2000; Krimmel, 2001; O’Neel et al., 2005;). At Columbia Glacier, the modeled sediment-flux history is compared to the known glaciological parameters,
which highlights that the glacier and bed geometries controlled the storage and rapid release of sediment stored subglacially (Chapter 3). Here, the same model is applied to determine the sediment-flux history for Jorge Montt Glacier, a glacier with similar retreat behavior and climate conditions but without the detailed observational history and glaciological data that exist for Columbia Glacier.

The model includes both primary proglacial sediment delivery from the glacier as well as secondary reworking in the fjord basins. The essence of the model is represented by Equation 4.3 for the rate of change in seabed elevation, $\frac{dz}{dt}$. The first two terms on the right-hand side represent proximal and distal sediment accumulation, with rapid accumulation near the ice front decreasing quickly with distance from the ice, and the slower and more uniform sedimentation far (>1 km) from the ice (Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger and Nittrouer, 1999a). The third term represents the diffusive redistribution of particles once they reach the seabed due to various gravity-driven processes (including sediment sloughing off valley walls, slope failures of oversteepened sediments, and gouging of the seabed by icebergs):

$$\frac{dz}{dt} = S_0(t) e^{-x/\delta_1} + S_0 e^{-x/\delta_2} + \kappa \frac{d^2 z}{dx^2}$$

(4.3)

$S_0(t)$ characterizes the time varying sediment-accumulation rate at the ice front; $x$ is the distance from the ice front to a position in the fjord; $\delta$ represents the falloff distance of the sediment-accumulation rate (the distance over which the rate drops 1/e of the value at the terminus); and $\kappa$, the seabed diffusivity, which represents the effective mobility of sediments. $S_0$ and $S_1$ are the sediment-accumulation rates associated with each decay distance, $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, respectively. Equation 4.3 thus reflects the direct input of sediment from the glacier as well as diffusive downslope transport and redistribution.
The model, when applied to Jorge Montt Glacier, produces the post-retreat sediment packages and flux history shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. A 35% uncertainty is applied to the modeled sediment fluxes. 25% is due to uncertainty in the sediment-volume calculations (Section 4.4.4), and the additional 10% is due to the lack of measurements within ~2 km of the ice front, the assumption that all sediment is captured within fjord basins, and the assumption that Columbia Glacier and Jorge Montt Glacier are the only sources of sediment (see Chapter 3).

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Observational and Modeled Sediment Dynamics

From the seismic and sediment-core observations, I can respectively determine the total volume of sediment delivered by the glaciers during retreat and measure sediment accumulation on sub-seasonal time scales. In both fjords, profiles of excess $^{234}$Th provide sediment-deposition rates for the ~100 days prior to sampling. As both coring campaigns took place toward the end of the melt season, it is likely that much of the annual sediment delivery was during this melt period. Winter water-column properties in Jorge Montt Fjord suggest little glacial meltwater present in the fjord (Moffat et al., in prep), and studies in other temperate fjords also report little suspended sediment during winter months (Mackiewicz et al., 1984; Cowan and Powell, 1991). These observations lead to the commonly held notion that the subglacial system is relatively inactive during the winter months (e.g., Fountain and Walder, 1998). Thus, assuming the glacier actively delivers sediment to the fjord at the measured rate of 0.4 cm d$^{-1}$ from mid spring through mid fall, the outer basin of Columbia Fjord received approximately 75 cm of sediment in 2011. The negligible and varying activities in cores 4 and 5 from Columbia Glacier indicate that more than ~1 m of sediment accumulated in the inner basin in 2011 (Figure 4.6b). In Jorge Montt
Fjord, approximately 35 cm of sediment accumulated in 2013 over most of the basin area, and 55 cm accumulated at the location of core 4. Based on these rates, the laminations a few mm thick visible in the many of the x-radiographs would likely have formed on a diurnal time scale, suggesting a dominant modulation by daily variation in meltwater (Figure 4.5).

Over longer time scales, the spatially averaged vertical accumulation rate can be independently estimated as the ratio of the mean annual volume of sediment delivered by the glacier during the decadal period of retreat to the surface area over which it accumulated. For the inner basin of Columbia Fjord, the annual load would create a ~5-m-thick deposit, and estimates from inner-basin $^{234}$Th profiles also suggest rapid accumulation likely greater than 1 m yr$^{-1}$. In the outer basin of Columbia Fjord, the expected accumulation of ~85 cm agrees well with the ~75 cm estimate from $^{234}$Th. For Jorge Montt Fjord, the mean annual sediment volume averaged for 1990-2010 of ~4 x 10$^6$ m$^3$ would create a ~1-m-thick layer over the ~4 km$^2$ sediment basin surface area in a given year (Table 4.2). However, the short-term deposition rate calculated from $^{234}$Th only accounts for ~40% of the total expected accumulation. Differences in the estimated deposit thickness and the annual $^{234}$Th-derived deposition rate in Jorge Montt Fjord suggest the sediment volume delivered in 2013 was considerably less than during most of the retreat period. Because the short-lived radioisotope records do not preserve a record of temporal changes in the accumulation rate, discrepancies in estimates of sediment accumulation on different time scales imply complexity in the sediment-flux history of a glacier.

To quantitatively explore such temporal variations in sediment dynamics over the period of retreat, the glacimarine sedimentation model allows for the comparison between the short-time-scale sediment-core observations and the decadal-time-scale sediment-volume calculations. For Columbia Fjord, the model parameters and the resulting sediment-flux history are tightly
constrained by detailed observations made throughout the retreat, which include the terminus position through time, the glacier surface and bed geometries, as well as the fjord bathymetry (Chapter 3). Previously, I determined the glacial and sediment-transport processes that were important in forming the sediment shoal in Columbia Fjord. By applying the model to Jorge Montt Fjord, I can determine whether the processes are also important to sediment-basin formation here. I expect the same processes to be dominant because of the similarities in the basin geometries, seismic architecture, glaciated-basin-averaged erosion rates, and glacier retreat patterns (Table 4.2; Figures 4.1, 4.7).

For Jorge Montt Fjord, the model is applied to evaluate the time-varying sediment-flux history, which can then be interpreted in light of relevant glacier behavior. The modeled history creates realistic sediment basin characteristics and accounts for the known glacier-retreat history. Here, the maximum sediment flux occurs during the early years of retreat, when the glacier was retreating most rapidly, ~1 km yr\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4.10b). The few available measurements indicate an increase in the ice velocity from ~0.7 m d\(^{-1}\) before the onset of retreat (Enomoto and Abe, 1983) to ~5.6 m d\(^{-1}\) during the period of fastest retreat (M. Pritchard, pers. comm.). However, while the sediment flux and retreat rates both decreased after the period of rapid retreat (1993-1995), the measured glacier surface velocity peaked at ~13 m d\(^{-1}\) in 2011 (Rivera et al., 2012a). The similar pattern between the sediment flux and retreat rates on a time scale of several years for Jorge Montt is similar to that observed at Columbia Glacier after ~1998 (Figure 4.10a), as well as at other retreating tidewater glaciers in Alaska and Patagonia (Koppes and Hallet, 2002, 2006; Koppes et al., 2009). However, the occurrence of the largest sediment flux during a period of relatively slow ice motion suggests that processes other than glacier dynamics control the sediment flux.
A close relationship between ice velocity and sediment flux is expected due to the control of the glacier sliding speed on the rate of erosion by both quarrying and abrasion (Hallet, 1979; Iverson, 1991), but processes other than bedrock erosion can influence or control the sediment flux. By comparing the modeled sediment flux to changes in the glacier surface and bed slope at Columbia Glacier, I determined that the sediment flux is largely controlled by subglacial sediment storage, at least during the early retreat. The steep reverse-sloping bed at the downstream side of a subglacial basin likely impeded the transport and evacuation of sediments under the glacier by subglacial rivers. This likely continued until the ice slope steepened sufficiently as the glacier retreated to allow efficient evacuation of the sediment trapped subglacially (Chapter 3). The glacier-specific geometries and the potential for trapping large volumes of sediment subglacially over decades, as shown for Columbia Fjord, may also account for the low sediment flux from the Jorge Montt Glacier during the latter part of the retreat, when the velocity was relatively high (Figure 4.10). Velocity profiles along the lower 30 km of Jorge Montt Glacier reveal a threefold increase in speed over an area ~16 km from the terminus, which, by continuity of ice mass, suggests that the ice is flowing more quickly over a much deeper bed (E. Rignot, pers. comm.). These velocity profiles suggest the presence of a substantial glacial overdeepening with the potential to trap sediment.

4.6.2 Physical Implications of Model Parameters

Confidence in the model results for Columbia Glacier enables the relative importance of the physical processes represented by the model components to the formation of the observed sediment distribution and stratigraphy in both fjords to be considered. For Columbia Fjord, both proximal and distal sediment accumulation, represented by the exponential terms associated with $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, respectively, are essential to account for the observed sediment deposit. Proximal
accumulation is necessary to fill the inner basin at rates \(>5\ m\ yr^{-1}\), and distal accumulation is necessary to deliver 75\% of the sediment volume to the outer basin after the glacier retreated over the sill separating the two sediment basins (Chapter 3). Distal sedimentation is also required for creating continuous, parallel seismic reflectors along the length of the outer basin, many kilometers from the ice front. The similar, basin-continuous seismic reflectors present in Jorge Montt Fjord are reproduced in the model only when sufficient sediment is transported far from the ice, confirming the importance of distal sedimentation to basin formation in this fjord.

In addition, the model results from Columbia Glacier highlight the importance of diffusive sediment redistribution and transport for creating the flat seabed characteristic of the sediment basins and the near-horizontal, parallel seismic reflectors. Model results from Jorge Montt Fjord, however, suggest diffusive processes affect the deposited sediments differently than in Columbia Fjord. When the evolution of the sediment basin in Jorge Montt Fjord is modeled with the same diffusive transport parameter as for Columbia (\(\kappa=10^6\ m^2\ yr^{-1}\)), the shape of the basin center is replicated, but the slightly sloping deposits on either side are not (Figure 4.8a). Using a lower diffusivity (\(\kappa=10^5\ m^2\ yr^{-1}\)) reproduces the average 2° surface slope throughout the Jorge Montt Fjord basin, but does not capture the horizontal bathymetry observed in the center of the basin (Figure 4.8b); the basin shape in Jorge Montt Fjord seems to reflect a combination of these two diffusion parameters.

The model results from Jorge Montt Fjord likely highlight the differential behavior of coarse- and fine-grained sediments delivered to the fjord. Fine-grained sediments can be transported far from the glacial source (Figure 4.4). Once deposited, they remain highly mobile and susceptible to diffusive redistribution. In comparison, the coarser particles tend to accumulate near the ice and quickly stabilize. A close examination of the seismic profiles across
the center of the sediment basin in Jorge Montt Fjord reveals a vertical facies change that is interpreted to mark a transition from particles delivered by bedload to those delivered from suspension. The seismic profiles reveal flat, parallel, high-amplitude, and continuous reflectors overlaying more chaotic and discontinuous reflectors (Figure 4.7). This change in the seismic facies suggests a change in sediment character. No samples were collected from the underlying chaotic seismic facies, but all of the cores from the surface sediments more than ~2 km from the ice front indicate silt and clay down to at least 1.5 m below the seabed (Figure 4.4). Thus, to account for the different behavior of coarse and fine sediment, the best model representation of Jorge Montt Fjord is a combination of highly mobile fine-grained sediments and less mobile coarser particles (Figure 4.8a, b). This interpretation suggests the two exponential accumulation terms, with falloff distances $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$, likely represent the delivery of bedload and suspended load, respectively, and supports the use of two distinct exponentials, rather than one power law, in modeling glacial sediment output (Cowan and Powell, 1991).

The insight into proximal and distal sediment transport from Jorge Montt Fjord helps shed lights on why the use of high diffusivity values that simulated the flat basins in Columbia Fjord did not account for the deposits on the moraine or the sill separating the sediment basins (Chapter 3). These deposits are likely composed of coarser-grained material than the sediment sampled in the cores from the basins (e.g., Powell, 1981; Cowan and Powell, 1991; Jaeger et al., 1998; Salcedo-Castro et al., 2013), and thus are not preserved under highly diffusive model conditions (Chapter 3). This differential behavior of coarse and fine sediment within the fjord sediment basins is consistent with sandy grain-size distributions located <2 km from the ice, and the very fine sediment collected in cores >2 km from the terminus (Figure 4.4). Thus, correctly interpreting fjord sediment records requires understanding spatial variations in deposition.
patterns and temporal variations in sediment flux; the glacial sedimentation model provides a quantitative tool for developing this understanding.

4.6.3 Interpreting Fjord Sediment-Transport Mechanisms

I now relate the model parameters to the sediment-core and seismic properties and interpret the processes likely forming the sediment deposits in both Columbia and Jorge Montt Fjords. Proximal sedimentation involves the rapid deposition of coarse-grained particles near the glacier terminus largely delivered to the fjord by subglacial rivers (e.g., Powell, 1981). Processes associated with distal sedimentation include: particles settling to the seabed from a buoyant, seaward-moving freshwater plume; ice-rafting of glacial debris; and sediment gravity-driven flows traveling along the seabed (e.g., Powell, 1981; Syvitski, 1989; Mugford and Dowdeswell, 2011). Gravity-driven flows on many spatial scales result in highly mobile reworking, a nearly horizontal seabed, and approximately horizontal, parallel internal layering (e.g., Syvitski, 1989).

In temperate glacial settings, subglacial rivers deliver the majority of sediment and meltwater to fjords (e.g., Cowan and Powell, 1991; Hunter et al., 1996a). The sediment concentration of the subglacial meltwater controls the dominant processes by which the sediment will be transported throughout the fjord. If the density of the sediment-laden meltwater plume exceeds that of the ambient seawater (equivalent to a suspended-sediment concentration of ~30 g L\(^{-1}\) for the average salinity of both fjords), a hyperpycnal plume will form and travel as a gravity flow along the seabed, driven by its excess density (Mulder et al., 2003).

The suspended-sediment concentration of the subglacial water, averaged broadly over time and space, can be approximated for both fjords as the ratio of the meltwater flux, which is constrained by the amount of precipitation averaged over the area of each glacier, to the sediment flux. Assuming that the flux of water in the subglacial system is primarily from rainfall and
snowmelt with negligible contribution due to change in glacier volume, based on the temporally averaged precipitation and mean sediment fluxes for the two fjords, the average suspended-sediment concentration of the subglacial meltwater is ~3 g L\(^{-1}\) for Jorge Montt Fjord and ~5 g L\(^{-1}\) for Columbia Fjord (Table 4.2). This concentration range is consistent with sediment concentrations measured in proglacial streams from land-terminating glaciers under quiescent conditions (e.g., Pearce et al., 2003; Riihimaki et al., 2005; Swift et al., 2005). Following large precipitation events or during subglacial lake outburst floods, however, concentrations commonly increase at least a four-to-fivefold and can exceed 20 g L\(^{-1}\) (Mackiewicz et al., 1984; Cowan et al., 1988; Merrand and Hallet, 1996; Denner et al., 1999; Motyka et al., 2013).

Under quiescent conditions, the subglacial meltwater entering the fjord is less dense than the ambient seawater, hence a rising turbulent plume is expected from which particles settle as the plume expands down the fjord (e.g., Mugford and Dowdeswell, 2011; Salcedo-Castro et al., 2013). In temperate glacial fjords, particles suspended in the water column settle toward the seabed at a rate of ~0.001 m s\(^{-1}\) (Hill et al., 1998; Curran et al., 2004). In Jorge Montt Fjord, estuarine circulation occurs within uppermost 50 m of the water column, while deeper water does not actively circulate out of the fjord (Moffat, 2014). Thus, settling particles would travel vertically though the water layers moving into and out of the fjord before a parcel of buoyant meltwater traveled horizontally at ~0.1 m s\(^{-1}\) along the ~10 km length of Jorge Montt Fjord (Moffat, 2014). This comparison indicates that most suspended sediment will be trapped in the main basin of the fjord, which is consistent with the observations of very little suspended sediment present in the water column beyond the main basin (Figure 4.3). Additionally, the integrated sediment mass in the main-basin water column during summer conditions is consistent with \(^{234}\)Th deposition rates of a few mm d\(^{-1}\). Importantly, sediment settling from suspension
would create a sediment drape of uniform thickness over the underlying seabed (e.g., Syvitski, 1989), which is a stratigraphic style quite different from the essentially horizontal seabed and internal architecture characterizing the fjord sediment basins.

The discrepancy between the likely sediment-delivery mechanism under average, quiescent conditions (i.e., settling from suspension) and the sediment-basin architecture characterized by horizontal, parallel internal layers suggests the importance of sediment delivery by hyperpycnal flows emanating from the glacier primarily during discharge events and/or post-depositional redistribution processes. The key role of diffusive sediment redistribution in modeling the evolution of Columbia and Jorge Montt Fjord sediment basins indicates that gravity-driven processes are necessary to form and maintain the basin geometry and stratigraphy observed in these temperate tidewater glacial fjords (e.g., Carlson, 1989; Cai et al., 1997; Koppes and Hallet, 2006; Cowan et al., 2010). The potential for hyperpycnal flows is greatest when large volumes of water occur at the bed of the glacier and sufficiently increase the sediment-transport capacity of the subglacial system, such as following large precipitation events (e.g., Denner et al., 1999; Motyka et al., 2013). Without direct measurements of subglacial discharge from either of the study glaciers, occasional releases of large volumes of subglacial water are inferred from abrupt, significant decreases in ice velocity over large areas of the glacier. Rapid decreases in ice velocity, as measured throughout the year at Columbia Glacier over areas of several square kilometers (O’Neel, 2013; I. Joughin, pers. comm.), are likely caused by the release of large volumes of freshwater (with sediment) to the fjord.

Seismic evidence of deposits inferred to form from basin-wide gravity flows from other temperate fjords (e.g., Cowan et al., 1997; Willems et al., 2011) suggests that gravity-driven sediment transport occurs along fjord seabeds under certain conditions (Prior et al., 1987;
Bornhold et al., 1994). This evidence supports the expectation that large subglacial meltwater events deliver sediment with concentrations exceeding the ~30 g L\(^{-1}\) threshold. Additional evidence from the sediments in the inner basin of Columbia Fjord is consistent with formation by concentrated-sediment gravity flows. Core 4, which is closest to the terminus, is the only site from either fjord that does not contain excess \(^{234}\)Th to a depth of ~1 m (Figure 4.6b). This suggests the particles did not settle through the water column and rather were transported near the seabed (e.g., Mullenbach and Nittrouer, 2000). The sediment in this core lacked sufficient cohesion to sample for x-radiography; however, x-radiographs from core 5, also in the inner basin of Columbia Fjord, contain a distinct sandy layer that appears to have an erosional base, such as might be expected for a gravity flow (CGF core 5, ~150 cm, Figure 4.5) (Mulder et al., 2003). The level surface of the inner basin, combined with the most rapid accumulation rates measured (~5 m yr\(^{-1}\)), support the interpretation that direct hyperpycnal gravity flows are active in this basin. Conclusive evidence of the specific processes suggested by the seabed signatures and the high sediment mobility represented in the relatively realistic models requires \textit{in situ} documentation of water velocity and suspended-sediment concentrations, which is very difficult to obtain near the actively calving termini of tidewater glaciers or along the soft sediment beds of their proglacial fjords. With adequate, comprehensive instrumentation, however, the termini of temperate tidewater glaciers are good candidates for documenting \textit{in situ} hyperpycnal flows.

### 4.6.4 Implications for Glacier Stability

Modeling results and sedimentary evidence from both Columbia and Jorge Montt Fjords indicate that sediment accumulates rapidly in these basins, and that the fjord seabed is a dynamic component of the integrated ice-ocean-seabed system. The rapid sediment accumulation near the glacier termini likely reduces the vigor of fjord circulation due to shoaling, insulates the
submarine ice face from the warm fjord water (e.g., Rignot et al., 2010; Straneo et al., 2010), and buttresses the glacier. These effects collectively provide one of the only known negative feedbacks to slow or stop the shrinkage of tidewater glaciers retreating into deeper water (Alley et al., 2007). The recognition that the retreat of many outlet glaciers into deep submarine basins will likely cause their disintegration in Antarctica (Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014) stresses the importance for a greater understanding of glacier-bed geometries. The significant difference between the bed over which the glacier retreated (as measured in seismic profiles) and the fjord seabed (as measured in bathymetric soundings) is shown herein as the changes of tens of meters in fjord water depth over a period of 1-2 decades (Figures 4.4, 4.8). The former glacier bed imaged in seismic profiles is comparable to calculated glacier beds from models (McNabb et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2014), and is consistent with boreholes through Columbia Glacier (Meier et al., 1994). It is quite different, however, from the fjord seabed, which affects modern circulation and melting patterns (e.g., Sutherland et al., 2013). Thus, future endeavors to measure fjord oceanographic properties (e.g., those proposed in Schjøth et al., 2012; Straneo et al., 2013) should focus on collecting both seismic profiles and fjord bathymetry, as these data together shed light on past and current conditions that can affect glacier stability.

### 4.7 Conclusions

Herein, the first observations of the sediments formed during the retreat of Jorge Montt Glacier, which drains from the Southern Patagonia Icefield, are presented. Since the start of rapid retreat in 1990, I estimate that \(8.0 \pm 2.0 \times 10^7\) m\(^3\) of sediment has accumulated at an average rate of \(4.0 \times 10^6\) m\(^3\) yr\(^{-1}\). Seismic, sediment-core, and retreat-history datasets from Jorge Montt Glacier are compared to those for Columbia Glacier, where considerable existing data
documenting glacial and bathymetric conditions are leveraged. When converted to basin-averaged erosion rates required to sustain the sediment fluxes, the glacier-basin averaged erosion rates for Columbia Glacier and Jorge Montt Glacier are approximately the same, \( \sim 4-5 \text{ mm yr}^{-1} \) during their rapid retreats. The similar rates are surprising in view of the significant geographic and tectonic differences, and likely differences in bedrock resistance to erosion. Sediment-accumulation rates from \(^{234}\text{Th}\) profiles indicate deposition of 0.2-0.4 cm d\(^{-1}\) of fine-grained sediment kilometers away from the ice front in both fjords. This corresponds to 40-75 cm yr\(^{-1}\), assuming the glacier delivers sediment over the six-month melt period. Due to the rapid accumulation rates documented by the \(^{234}\text{Th}\) and seismic records, \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) profiles are not long enough to provide an independent assessment of accumulation rates, but they provide bounding lower values that are consistent with estimates from \(^{234}\text{Th}\).

Seismic profiles from Jorge Montt Fjord and model results from both fjords suggest distinct for coarse- and fine-grained material in fjord sediment basins. This difference supports the use of two distinct decay terms when modeling glacimarine sedimentation. The accumulation term with a long falloff distance is consistent with the transport of fine-grained particles kilometers from the ice front. Seismic profiles and model results from both fjords highlight the key role of diffusive gravity-driven processes for both sediment delivery and dispersal for creating the observed sediment deposits, which seem representative of deposits formed by temperate tidewater glaciers around the world. Sedimentary evidence from the inner basin of Columbia Fjord suggests that hyperpycnal flows occur during major precipitation events and are most likely to originate where subglacial rivers enter the fjord at the base of the glacier terminus.

The model results for Jorge Montt suggest that the flux of sediment to the fjord was greatest during the early retreat period, when the retreat was fastest. This is in contrast to
Columbia Glacier, where the sediment flux remained low during the early years of rapid retreat. In both systems, however, the sediment flux does not parallel changes in the ice velocity, and is thus not related simply to an increase in sediment production by erosion due to faster sliding. For Columbia Glacier, temporal changes in the glacier surface and bed slopes indicate that the release of sediment stored subglacially is able to cause rapid changes in the sediment flux. The presence of a deep basin beneath Jorge Montt Glacier, and thus the likelihood of subglacial sediment storage, could account for similar changes in the sediment flux from Jorge Montt Glacier during its retreat.

Overall, the modeled sediment-flux histories from both glaciers suggest that temporal variations during retreat reflect changes in glacier-specific surface and bed geometries that control subglacial sediment storage. The tendency for the glacier surface slope over a subglacial basin to increase as the terminus retreats represents an important mechanism accounting for the evacuation of subglacial sediments and the high flux of sediment to fjords during rapid retreat. That temporal variations in the sediment flux can be dominated by subglacial sediment storage and release, and not ice dynamics or climate, suggests that the connections between climate, glacier properties, and the glacimarine sediment deposits are complex and require careful consideration.
**Figure 4.1. Columbia and Jorge Montt Glacier Terminus Positions**

(a) Annual position of the glacier terminus from 1980 (bottom) to 2011 (top), in white lines, and the bathymetry for Columbia Fjord in blue. Inset: location of Columbia Glacier in Prince William Sound, AK. (b) Terminus positions for Jorge Montt Glacier are shown in the years indicated (modified from Rivera et al., 2012b). Inset: location of Jorge Montt Glacier in Chile draining from the northern edge of the Southern Patagonia Icefield.
Figure 4.2. Fjord Bathymetry and Sample Locations
(a) Bathymetry and sample locations in Columbia Fjord. The black and red lines are locations of seismic profiles, yellow squares indicate boreholes drilled through the ~1000-m-thick glacier in 1987 (Meier et al., 1994), and the gray circles are locations of sediment cores. Cores 2 and 6 are in the outer basin, and cores 1, 3, 4, and 5 are in the inner basin. (b) Bathymetry for the main and shallow basins of Jorge Montt Fjord (main basin shown in Figure 4.1b). Gray circles indicate sediment core locations. For both figures, North is up.
Figure 4.3. Jorge Montt Fjord Suspended Sediment Profiles
Profiles of suspended-sediment concentrations (SSC) from the main basin of Jorge Montt Fjord in austral summer (February and March) and austral winter (August). March 2013 values are uncalibrated, but are likely on the same order as February 2010.
Figure 4.4. Grain Size Variation with Distance
Sediment grain-size distributions vary with distance from the glacier terminus, indicated by the portion of sand (black dashed line), silt (black dotted line), and clay (black solid line) for ~1-m-long cores from Columbia Fjord (CG, red markers), and Jorge Montt Fjord (JM, blue markers). Core numbers associated with each marker are indicated in the legend, and the corresponding core locations are shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.5. Sediment Core X-Radiographs
X-radiograph negatives of sediment cores collected from Columbia Fjord (top panel) and Jorge Montt Fjord (bottom panel). Core locations are shown in Figure 4.2. Light areas are relatively dense (coarser particles), and dark areas have lower bulk density (finer particles and higher porosity). Solid white particles are likely ice-rafted debris.
Figure 4.6. Sediment Core Radioisotope Profiles
Profiles of $^{210}\text{Pb}$ and $^{234}\text{Th}$ from Columbia Fjord (a and b) and Jorge Montt Fjord (c and d). Colors represent the same cores in both $^{210}\text{Pb}$ and $^{234}\text{Th}$ plots.
Figure 4.7. Fjord Seismic Profiles
Transverse seismic lines from Columbia Fjord, outer basin (a) and Jorge Montt Fjord, main basin (b). Red and green lines indicate the top and base of the post-retreat sediment package.
Figure 4.8. Modeled Sediment Basin for Jorge Montt

Two model simulations of the sediment basin created during the retreat of Jorge Montt Glacier using two values for the diffusivity: (a) $10^6$ m$^2$ y$^{-1}$, and (b) $10^5$ m$^2$ y$^{-1}$. In both figures, the gray shaded area is the material underlying the former glacier, the thick black line represents the interpreted base of the post-retreat sediment package, and the dashed black line is the measured fjord depth. The colored lines represent the evolution of the fjord seabed in the year indicated in the color bar, with the thick green line indicating the final model bathymetry in 2010. Any lines above the green line reflect sediment that has been post-depositionally redistributed in the basin.
Figure 4.9. Jorge Montt Sediment-Flux History and Distribution
(a) Sediment flux history. The blue dashed line shows the mean flux for 1990-2010 estimated independently of the model from the calculated seismic volume. The thick black line shows the optimized, modeled sediment-flux history, and the blue and red lines indicate the contribution from proximal and distal accumulation (Equation 4.3), respectively. Due to the non-uniqueness of this inverse problem, a series of solutions exist that closely brackets the selected history (thick black line), similar to the output for Columbia Glacier (Figure 3.7). (b) Sediment thickness distribution, where the black line is the actual thickness measured from seismic profiles, and the red line is the final modeled sediment thickness distribution. Model results in both (a) and (b) were obtained with $\kappa=10^5$ m$^2$ y$^{-1}$. 
Figure 4.10. Sediment-Flux Histories Compared to Glacier Characteristics  
(a) Temporal variations in the modeled sediment flux for Columbia Glacier (black), the retreat rate (red), and the interpolated ice flux (blue) (from O’Neel et al., 2013). The ice flux is used as a proxy for ice speed, assuming a constant cross-sectional area.  
(b) Modeled temporal variations in the sediment flux for Jorge Montt Glacier (black), the retreat rate (red) during the period of rapid retreat, and sparse velocity measurements (blue).
Chapter 5: Conclusions

Interpreting sediment records formed by glacial erosion requires an understanding of the processes controlling the production, transfer, and accumulation of these sediments. This thesis aims to shed light on the rates and processes of sediment accumulation in glacial fjords across a range of climates, and the glacial characteristics controlling the release of sediments into fjords. Rates of sediment accumulation are higher in settings with greater precipitation and meltwater availability, but the flux of sediment delivered to fjords is not a simple function of climate or glacier dynamics. In addition, the geometry of the surface and base of the glacier can control the sediment flux to fjords, and thus the resulting glacimarine stratigraphic record.

Observations of seabed and fjord water-column properties from Alaska, Patagonia, and the Antarctic Peninsula are used to determine sediment-accumulation rates and total sediment volumes delivered to fjords during retreat, and to assess the transport processes likely responsible for creating the deposits. A numerical model is developed to calculate the time-varying delivery of sediment to the temperate glacier fjords over the period of retreat such that the modeled sediment deposits and flux history, subject to the known retreat history, reproduce the observed sediment volume and the principal characteristics of the internal stratigraphic architecture. The sediment-flux histories are then interpreted in light of concurrent observations of glacial behavior to determine whether changes in the flux of sediment delivered to fjords are caused by concurrent changes in glacier dynamics.

In Chapter 2, modern rates of sediment accumulation in fjords along a climatic spectrum from temperate to subpolar are quantified. Profiles of naturally occurring radioisotope $^{210}$Pb were determined from 21 cores in 12 fjords along a transect spanning from Chilean Patagonia to the
Antarctic Peninsula. Records from the Antarctic Peninsula cores indicate relatively constant sediment-accumulation rates of 1 to 7 mm yr\(^{-1}\) over the past century, despite the concurrent recent rapid warming in this area. The steady sediment accumulation in subpolar fjords is attributed to competing processes: a greater volume of sediment is delivered due to the increase in meltwater production caused by warming, while regional glacier retreat increases the distance between the sediment source and each of the core sites. Records from the South Shetland Islands, however, show that sediment accumulation has accelerated during recent decades, likely due to increasing air temperatures and more frequent precipitation events. In the temperate Chilean fjords, rates of sediment accumulation are >10’s mm yr\(^{-1}\) near the ice front, and sediment tends to accumulate rapidly and during discrete events. The quantified increase in sediment accumulation from subpolar to temperate settings highlights the role of a warmer and wetter climate for increasing glacier motion, erosion, and the production of sediment.

Chapter 3 examines the history of sediment delivery to Columbia Fjord during the 30-year rapid retreat of Columbia Glacier. Due to the wealth of glaciological observations made through the glacier’s retreat, temporal variations in sediment output can be compared closely to concurrent changes in ice behavior. During the retreat, 3.2 x 10\(^8\) m\(^3\) of sediment accumulated in the fjord, which corresponds to erosion of ~5 mm yr\(^{-1}\) averaged over the ~1000 km\(^2\) glaciated area. A model developed to recreate the sediment-flux history from the glacier produces results consistent with the observed sediment thickness and stratigraphic architecture. Results show the sediment flux increased sixfold between 1997 and 2000, and was not caused by changes in glacier dynamics. A reconstructed history of the subglacial hydraulic potential based on existing glacier bed and surface profiles suggests that steep reverse-sloping sections (rising downglacier) of the glacier beds have impeded or prevented sediment transport through the subglacial system.
during early phases of the retreat. The dramatic increase in sediment flux beginning in ~1998 is attributed to an increase in the sediment-transport capacity of the subglacial hydraulic system, which was likely caused by the progressive steepening of the ice-surface slope over the downglacier portion of the subglacial basin as the glacier retreated. These results highlight the many factors affecting sediment delivery to fjords and the complexity of the preserved glacimarine sediment record.

Chapter 4 compares observations of fjord sediment accumulation and modeled sediment-flux histories for Columbia Fjord, Alaska to those for Jorge Montt Fjord, Patagonia. For both glacier-fjord systems, the volume of sediment delivered by the glaciers during their respective periods of retreat corresponds to erosion across the glaciated area of ~4-5 mm yr\(^{-1}\), despite significant differences in geography, tectonics, and the underlying lithology. Profiles of naturally occurring radioisotope \(^{234}\)Th indicate sediment deposition rates of 0.2 to 0.4 cm d\(^{-1}\) kilometers away from the ice front in both fjords; profiles of \(^{210}\)Pb are not long enough to permit measurement of sediment accumulation rates on decadal time scales but are consistent with rapid accumulation (~1 m yr\(^{-1}\)). Model results and sediment-core properties suggest different depocenters for coarse- and fine-grained sediment delivered to fjords. These results also stress the key role of diffusive gravity-driven processes for the delivery and transport of sediment in order to produce the observed sediment deposits and stratigraphic architecture. Similar to the results for Columbia Glacier and Fjord, the sediment-flux history from Jorge Montt Glacier does not correlate with observations of glacier dynamics; rather, the modeled sediment fluxes for both systems suggest that glacier-specific geometries control the storage of sediment subglacially, its eventual release into fjords, and its preservation in fjord sediment deposits.
The research presented here highlights the rich and complex nature of the connections between climate, glacier properties, and glacial sediment records. Importantly, temporal variations in the delivery to fjords of sediment stored subglacially can dominate the preserved sediment record. The simple model presented here has proven to be a powerful tool for inferring glacier-specific processes controlling the time-varying sediment flux to fjords, and for interpreting the processes controlling the distribution of glacial sediments within fjords. When present, large (km-scale), steep-sided subglacial basins can trap and store substantial volumes of glacially produced sediment for many decades. These sediments can be evacuated as the ice surface steepens across the down-glacier slope of the basin during glacier retreat, or as the basin shoals where sediments accumulate subglacially. This research points to the potentially important roles of glacial sediments, which are often overlooked and understudied, in ice-ocean interactions. Notably, fast sediment accumulation near the termini of temperate glaciers retreating in deepening water is perhaps the only known stabilizing influence on the demise of glaciers that reach the sea.
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